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ABSTRACT 
The problems of the number of core dimensions needed to describe a job, and the ability 
of the Job Diagnostic Survey to accurately measure these dimensions, were the basis of this study. 
The data was obtained by administering the job Diagnostic Survey to 154 supervisors from eleven 
firms. This data was compared with United States data and showed that New Zealand supervisors 
scored generally higher on the test variables than did their United States counterparts. The profile 
of test scores closely matched that of the United States results, on which basis, it was concluded 
that the job Diagnostic Survey could be used in the New Zealand situation for diagnostic and 
evaluative purposes. 
Further analyses were done, the first being a factor analysis which showed the Job Diagnostic 
Survey to be well constructed except for the core dimension variables which were shown to be 
three in number rather than five. A second analysis was done to assess the ability of the test to 
discriminate between groups, a task at which it proved to be reasonably effective. 
Because of an unexpected effect, thought to be attributable to one firm, a re-analysis of 
the data was performed, omitting the problem firm. The results of this re-analysis proved that the 
firm was having some effect, but that the effect was a complex one. 
The conclusions reached were that the job Diagnostic Survey proved to be a reasonably 
constructed instrument albeit with some imperfections. The number of core dimensions was 





"Work is a central part of life and of society" (Warr and Wall, 1975). Whether work is 
loved or hated, work will always be important to people and society. However, from the 
feelings of love and hate come two different consequences for society. Love of work produces 
high rates of production of goods of high quality, while hatred of work produces low rates of 
production of low quality, along with high absenteeism and turnover. 
A negative attitude to work is obviously undesirable, yet does exist, as evidenced by 
numerous case studies in the literature, (Porter, Lawler and Hackman, p 280-281, 1975; Warr 
and Wall, p 10-11, 1975). This gives some cause for concern, and any means of changing this 
negative attitude to a positive one would be of considerable interest to industry and governments. 
However, before any solutions can be offered, the causes or contributing factors of the negative 
attitudes need to be outlined. Moreover, any contributing factors or causes must be related to 
the motivation of the worker, as motivation forms a control part of much of the modern theories 
on job.design. 
The factors contributing to the motivation of the worker have been of considerable interest 
to psychologists_. If the causes of motivation were known, industry would be able to design jobs 
which would motivate the workers, with the resulting rise in quality and productivity. However, 
at present there is no definitive answer on the'issue of the causes of motivation. The most recent 
attempt to find the causes, or contributing factors, of motivation is in the field of task characteristics, 
job characteristics, or job dimensions. The basic premise surrounding the concept of job dimensions 
is that each job can be analysed in terms of a number of different dimensions, from which the 
potential for motivation, inherent in the job, can be found. 
This study will attempt to assist in resolving the current issue of how many dimensions are 
present in jobs, and how well the test instruments used are at measuring the number of dimensions 
present in a job. Until the·dimensionality issue is settled, little progress can be made on the field 
of worker motivation, and hence in the area of work design, or more accurately, work r.edesign. 
It is hoped that this study will assist in settling the dimensionality issue, and the issue of the 
ability of the test instruments to measure the dimensions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Industrial Psychologists have studied many areas of work behaviour, some of which 
have continued to hold their interest, while others being only passing fads. One which · 
has maintained interest is that of worker motivation, and in particular, which parts of the 
job motivate the worker. The latter interest is one which is at present leading to research 
into the dimensionality of jobs, and the relationships of the dimensionality to other aspects 
of jobs, e.g. attitudes and performance. That this is not a new area of research can be seen 
in the fact that studies in the general area were being done in 1924 (Wyatt and Ogden). 
However, the bulk of research has occurred since 1965, although there were sporadic 
bursts of activity in the '40's and '50's, due mainly to Maslow, and Herzberg (Maslow 1943, 
1954, 1970, Herzberg 1966, 1968, Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman, 1959). 
It is possible to relate job satisfaction to job dimensions if we follow the idea o'f Smith, 
Kendal and Hulin (1969) that job satisfaction is the feeling the worker has about his job, or 
are feelings or affective responses to facets of the situation. These facets are similar to the 
job dimensions of Hackman and Lawler (1971 ), i.e. variety, ~utonomy, task identity and 
feedback, although the first to suggest the idea that some facets of the job can affect 
performance on the job was Herzberg, Mausner and Snyderman ( 1959), followed by Turner 
and Lawrence.(1965) and Hackman and Lawler (1971). At present, there is no hard evidence 
that job satisfaction is related to the concept of job dimensions. However, there is no 
reason why this should not be so, as the dimensions are purported to affect the worker's 
motivation, ~hich in turn, should have some effect on job satisfaction. 
The recent increase in interest in job dimensions and job satisfaction is, to a large extent, 
in response to findings that job simplification leads almost inevitably to monotony, boredom 
and job dissatisfaction ( Davis 1957, Kornhauser 1965). The general form of factories 
today remains along the lines of the fragmented job ideal of Taylor's Scientific Management 
(1911 ). Jobs tend to be repetitive, fragmentary,-unintegrated and asystemic (Davis and 
Taylor, 1972). This system has been justified on economic grounds, but, as Wyatt and Ogden 
(1924) and Fraser (1947) found, this type of production can also have adverse effects on 
production quality and quantity, as well as producing problems in the area of mental health. 
These studies were amongst the earliest; others have followed, and have generally confirmed 
these findings. (Fraser, 1968, Kornhauser 1965). 
The search for more interesting jobs has led to a number of job enrichment /job enlargement 
programmes and studies, and to work redesign studies. These have been labelled as part of what 
Davis and Taylor (1972) call "the post industrial era" in which new modes of organising 
work and structuring jobs are stimulated. These studies have generally attempted to deal with 
one of two areas : 
1. Those concerning the work itself - Herzberg, et al. (1959) and Hackman and 
Lawler (1971 ). 
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2. Those concerning the individual versus the organisation - Emery ( 1968), Thorsrud and 
--Emery (1969). 
Each of these approaches has contributed to the resulting field of job redesign. 
The focus cf interest in this study is the first of the two above approaches. i.e. that 
concerning the work itself, with a specific look at how the work affects the motivation of 
the employee. 
One of the early writers whose work was relevant to this field was Maslow (1943, 
1954, 1970) who attempted to explain the motivation of the individual in terms of 
physiological and psychological needs, and tae heirarchical relationships between them. 
Alderfer (1969, 1972) has produced a modification of Maslow's Theory, but both of 
these theories run into problems when they are asked to answer the question, "Why do 
these needs originate?" They also give only a general answer to the question of why the 
worker reacts to job in the particular way he does. 
Another theory which attempts to explain employee motivation is Expectancy Theory 
(Mitchell, 1974, Mitchell and Biglan, 1971, Vroom, 1964). Expectancy theory attempts to 
explain motivation in terms of how much "value" a worker will put on a given outcome, 
or performance leading to an outcome. Expectancy is seen as a momentary belief about· 
the likelihood that a particular act will be followed by a particular outcome. A full view 
of E~pectancy Theory can be found in Lawler (1973). This theory also fails to completely 
satisfy the questions it is asked to answer in that it is too general in its approach to what 
constitutes each worker's motivation, in relation to his job. To do this, we need to consider 
what part the job plays in motivating the worker. 
The first systematic approach in this vein is that of Herzberg (Herzberg, et al., 1959, 
Herzberg, 1966, 1968). Herzberg postulated a two-factor theory with the basic tenets that 
the primary determinants of employee satisfaction are factors intrinsic to the work 
(motivation), while dissatisfaction is more typical of factors extrinsic to the work (hygiene 
factors). Various versions of this theory have been developed, e.g. Wolf (1970). and some 
evaluation of its basic validity has also been carried out, e.g. King ( 1970), with not very 
favourable findings. In general, the two-factor theory has been found to be too simplistic 
(Dunnette, Campbell and Hakel, 1967) and generally difficult to find empirical support 
for. (See Porter, Lawler and Hackman, 1975, for a general review of the literature). 
An alternative line of theorizing developed from the work of Turner and Lawrence 
(1965), who attempted to provide more data on how the differences between jobs affect 
workers. From their data, they obtained six "requisite task attributes, i.e. variety, autonomy, 
task identity and feedback. Hackman and Lawler's study has generated some follow up 
research (Barnes, 1975; Brief and Aldag, 1975, Clarke, 1979; Cooper, 1973; Dunham, 
1976; North, 1979, Sims and Szilagyi, 1975; Sims, Szilagyi and Keller, 1975; Rousseau, 1977). 
This research has begun to focus on the issue of minimum dimensionality.1 There are three 
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schools of thought on this issue, one being that of Sims et al, which holds that more than 
four core dimensions are necessary to adequately describe a job, while the opposite school , 
holds that at least two core dimensions are not empirically different, e.g. Task Significance 
and ..bb Feedback(Rousseau, 1977), and that a single dimensional representation of job 
characteristics may be more valid (Cooper, 1974; Dunham, 1976; Rousseau, 1977). The 
middle school is one which fundamentally. agrees with Hackman and Lawler's original 
findings (Barnes, 1975; Brief and Aldag, 1975; Hackman and Oldham (1975). 
Hackman and Oldham developed the original theory to include Task Significance. From 
this development, they presented a model by which the motivating potential of a~y job can 
be measured. The formula used for this is:-
M.P.S. = (Skill Variety X Task Identity X Task Significance)X 
3 
Autonomy X Feedback. 
(M.P.S. is the Motivating Potential Score) 
The scores for each dimension were based on data obtained from the Job 
Diagnostic Survey (J.D.S.) designed by Hackman and Oldham (1975). Another concept 
, used by Hackman and Oldham is that of Growth Need Strength. They see this as tapping 
the strength of the desire for growth "satisfaction" in the respondent. The Growth Need 
Strength is seen as moderating the relationship between the core dimensions and the 
satisfaction, performance and motivation of the worker, and is generally seen as being used 
as a predictor of the natures of both satisfaction and performance. Oldham, Hackman and 
Pearce (1976) have found that employees with a high Growth Need Strength, and who also 
are satisfied with the work content, respond more positively to enriched jobs, than do those 
with low Growth Need Strength, and who are dissatisfied. The following shows some of the 
general influences (Hackman, Oldham, Janson and Purdy, 1976):-





High internal motivation 
High growth satisfaction 
High quality performance 
Low absenteeism performance 
----- Low Growth Risk of overstretching the --Need Strength~ individual 
Employees Possible balking at the job. 
Hackman and Oldham presented the relationships between the core dimensions and the 
work and personal outcomes as follows:-
Core Dimensions 








fulness of Work 
Experienced Responsibility 
for Outcomes of Work 
Knowledge of the Actual 
Results of the Work 
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Personal and Work 
Outcomes 
High Internal Work 
Motivation 




Low Absenteeism and 
Activities Turnover 
Employee Growth Need Strength, . _/ 
Context Satisfaction r 
This diagram shows how each dimension affects the outcome for the worker. The 
Growth Need Strength, or need for personal growth and development, is shown here to be 
one of the Critical Psychological States, which Hackman and Oldham feel to be the causal 
core of the model. Others seeing Growth Need Strength as moderating the relationship 
between the motivating potential and employee reactions include Brief and Aldag (1975), 
Hackman and Lawler (1972), Wanous (1972) and Wofford (1971). 
The literature on job dimensions is not restricted to the arguments over the 
dimensional structure per se. There are the studies which deal with the relationships· 
between job characteristics, or dimensions, and job attitudes: Blood (1969), Carnall and 
Wild (1974), Cummings and Bigelow (1976) Lawler and Ball (1971), Stone (1976), and 
Stone and Porter (1975). There are also a number of studies which look at job satisfaction 
and attempt to relate it to other aspects like performance, the degree of specialisation, as a 
function of the worker-environment interaction and the moderating effect of the 
organisation. In as much as many of these studies rely, to some extent, on the concept 
of job dimensions, they should be considered as part of the total picture. They are, however, 
not of immediate relevance to this particular study, which will deal more with the problem 
of dimensionality of the Job Diagnostic Survey. 
The aim of this study was to first attempt a replication in New Zealand of Hackman and 
Lawler's study, and secondly, to attempt to ascertain how many dimensions there are, as 
measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey. A third aim was to provide information about 
supervisors, how they were motivated by their jobs, and the relative importance of each 
dimension in their jobs. 
A search of the literature relating to motivation and task design revealed little literature 
relating directly to supervisors as a group. Rather, the literature tended to focus on how 
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supervisors motivated others. (Davis and Valfer, 1965; Oldham, 1974; Rao, Philip and 
Mohuiddin, 1976). The limited number of studies which were done either mentioned 
supervisors as part of the whole sample, but did not give a detailed analysis of supervisors 
as a separate group (Hackman and Lawler, 1971), or implied that supervisors were included 
in the sample, by listing the upper and lower limits of the sample tested, and once again, 
gave no detailed analysis (Dunham, 1976; Aldag and Brief, 1977; Hackman and Oldham, 
1975, 1976; Sims and Szilagyi, 1976). Oldham, Hackman and Stepina (1978) seem to be 
the source of detailed data on supervisors as a group. Hence, this study will attempt to 
contribute something to the understanding of supervisors and the way in which their jobs 
are designed. This is especially so for the New Zealand situation where no information 





Eleven South Island firms participated in the study, of which all but two were from 
the same industrial region. The subjects from each firm were all volunteers, and were all 
supervisors and all were assured of anonymity. The sample sizes for the various firms 
ranged from four to thirty-one, with the total sample size being 154, of which 116 were 
male and 38 females. 
Instrument 
The test instrument used was the Job Diagnostic Survey developed by Hackman and 
Oldham (1975). The questionnaire remained substantially unchanged except for three 
questions which had a common usage New Zealand word substituted for a word of United . . 
States origin. This was done in order to prevent_any ambiguity on the part of the questions. 
(see Appendix 4)., 
Procedure 
The questionnaires were administered, where possible, by the researcher, either singly, 
or in groups. One firm was unable to be surveyed in this manner, so that copies of the 
questionnaire, accompanied by a covering letter, were passed to a management representative, 
who in turn distributed the questionnaire amongst the employees. 
Analyses 
1. Correlation matrix -
2. Principal Components Factor Analysis -
for comparison of the interrelationships 
between the variables, between the 
New Zealand and United States samples. 
on (a) all 20 variables 
(b) The first seven variables 
The objective is to assess the dimensionality of the Job Diagnostic Survey. 
3. Multiple Discriminant Analysis - to test the ability of the Job Diagnostic 





The data obtained in this.study will be dealt with in two sections. The first section 
involves comparisons between the New Zealand and United States samples, comparing 
United States Total and Supervisor samples, where possible, with the New Zealand sample. 
The second section will deal with the "job dimensions" concept, and the ability of the Job · 
Diagnostic Survey to measure these and the remaining variables (see Appendix I for the 
complete list of variables). 
SAMPLE COMPARISONS 
In the first section, the different sample sizes are important, as they can indicate 
which comparisons are most likely to be valid. The United States Total sample size is 
6930, while the United States Supervisor sample size is 74. The New Zealand sample size 
is 154. 
The first comparison is shown in Fig. 1 which shows the distribution of ages of the 
New Zealand and United States Total samples. The figure shows that the New Zealand 
sample tends to be older than the United States sample. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of 
education levels, for the New Zealand sample only. A direct comparison with the United 
States sampl€ was not possible because the United States education categories are not 
directly comparable with those of New Zealand. However, a summary of the United States 
distribution is given in Fig. 2a, with an accompanying key to the United States education 
categories. Fig. 2 reveals that the New Zealand sample had a low education level, with only 
a few having qualifications beyond those obtained at secondary school. 
Table 1, and Figs. 3 and 4, detail the comparison between the New Zealand and United 
States Total and Supervisor samples on the variables tested by the Job Diagnostic Survey. 
Figs 3 and 4 show that the general trend of the United States data~ for both United States 
samples, is followed by the New Zealand sample, although the New Zealand sample tends to 
score higher than the United States samples. There are four exceptions, i.e. Task Identity, 
Internal Work Motivation, Growth Need Strength (both Would Like and Job Choice). Of 
these, the Task Identity and Growth Need Strength (Would Like) variables deviate the most 



























FIG. 1-. -~ 
PERCENTAGE OF SAMPLES IN EACH AGE GROUP 
~ NEW ZEALAND SUPERVISORS 
+ .., 'UNITED STATES TOTAL S.A,MPLE 
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KEY TO EDUCATION CATEGORIES 
NO HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGH SCHOOL - S.C. 
HIGH SCHOOL - U.E. OR ABOVE 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE EXPERIENCE 
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KEY TO EDUCATION CATEGORIES 
UNITED STATES SAMPLE 
GRADE SCHOOL 
SOME HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE 
SOME BUSINESS SCHOOL OR TECHNICAL SCHOOL 
SOME COLLEGE 
BUSINESS SCHOOL OR TECHNICAL SCHOOL DEGREE 
COLLEGE DEGREE 




MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH VARIABLE 
- NEW ZEALAND AND UNITED STATES SAMPLES 
15 
VARIABLE N.2. U.S. Tot. U.S. Supervisors. 
- - -
X S.D. X S.D. X S.D. 
1. Skill Variety 5.00 1.30 4.53 1.57 4.99 1.10 
2. ·Task Identity 4.48 1,41 4.65 1.44 5.11 1.20 
3:..Task Significance 5.84 1.09 5.49 1.25 5.62 0.92 
4. Autonomy 5.24 1.03 4.78 1.39 5.18 1.10 
5. Job Feedback 5.21 1.12 4.81 1.34 5.09 1.14 
6. Agent Feedback 4.28 1.39 4.06 1.58 4.22 1.37 
7. Dealing with Others 6.15 0.80 5.46 1,.31 5.68 ,1.06 
8. M.P.S. 144.34 61.03 122.10 69.41 146,70 55.04 
9. Experienced Meaning-
fulness 5.69 1.01 5.10 1.14 5.28 0.95 
10. Experienced 
Responsibility 5;75 0.95 5.40 0.96 5.64 0.78 
11. Knowledge of Results 5.20 1.17 5.0~ 1.14 5.10 0.92 
12. General Satisfaction 5.20 1.13 4.65 1.27 4.82 1.08 
13. Internal Motivation 5.42 1.03 5.50 0.89 5.68 0.72 
14. Pay Satisfaction 4.71 1.57 4.16 , 1.66 4.30 1.49 
15. Security Satisfaction 5.59 1.07 4.76 1.48 4.94 1.30 
16. Social Satisfaction 5.85 0.66 5.31 1.02 5.46 0.90 
17. Supervisory Satisfaction 5.48 1.24 4.79 1.57 4.93 1.~2 
18. Growth Satisfaction 5.51 0.94 4.:;?4 1.33 4.98 1.23 
19. Would like GNS 5.24 1.16 5.64 1.22 5.94 0.90 
20. Job Choice G NS 4.34 0.47 4.?3 0 81 4.61 0.67 










COMPARISON OF SAMPLE MEANS FOR EACH SAMPLE 
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The Motivating Potential Score, seen in Fig. 4, reveals few differences, especially 
between the two supervisor groups. 
The correlation coefficient matrix (Table 2) a number of variables on which the New 
Zealand and United States Total sample differ. While some of the correlation coefficient 
from the New Zealand data mirror the United States figures closely, others reveal little 
of the interrelationships of the United States sample data, extending even to a change in 
the direction of the relationship, e.g.; Internal Work Motivation correlates positively with 
Task Identity in the United States data (.16), but negatively for the New Zealand data 
(-.04i. The same trend occurs for Pay Satisfaction and Supervisory Satisfaction correlated 
with Skill Variety. 
The large difference in sample sizes is one factor which must be taken into account 
in interpreting the correlation coefficient matrix, although, as will be discussed later, other 
factors may also be important. Despite the problem of differing sample sizes, there are 
definite groups of variables which have similar correlation coefficients. The first eight 
variables show some comparability with the United States sample, with no reversals of 
relationship being evident. The other most coherent group of variables is that of variables 
nine to twelve, the Experienced Psychological States. The comparability only holds when 
the groups of variables are correlated with other variables within the group. This indicates 
a good retention of the interdependence of the variables within each group. The remaining 
variables in the matrix are scattered with little or no similarity to the United States variables, 
with little evidence of the grouping seen for the previously d_iscussed groups of variables .. 
The significance levels point out the problem of sample size, with some correlation 
coefficients of the same numerical value being not significant in the New Zealand sample, 
while being significant in the United States sample e.g. Security Satisfaction correlated with 
Task Identity ( New Zealand - .15; United States -.14). 
The correlation coefficient matrix: indicates the limitations of the Job Diagnostic 
Survey to m~asure different samples and yield data. This leads us to the more important 
aspect of the study i.e., the number of "core dimensions" actually existing in jobs, and 
success and consistency of the Job Diagnostic Survey in measuring these dimensions and 
other variables. 
Footnote: 
The Growth Need Strength (Job Choice) variable must be treated with caution when 
comparing the samples. This is because the United States data used is of recent origin 
(Oldham, Hackman and Stepina, 1978); and includes a new method of scoring this variable:-
(1.5 x raw score) - 0.5, so converting the raw-score fr-om a five point scale to a seven 
point scale. As the scoring had been completed by the time the new data had arrived from 
the United States, it was decided that the mean figures for all the Growth Need Strength (Job 
Choice) scores would be rescaled according to the new method, in order to enable a more 
valid comparison. The standard deviation figure in Table 1 is as for the five point scale. 
TABLE 2 
Intercorrelations among J.b.S. Scale• Scores For NZ.and US Samples 
Variables 1 2 2 4 ~ 6 2 fl 2 10 11 12 12 14 15 - __16 17 18 19 20 
1.Skil1 Variety NZ 
us 
1.00 
2.Task Identity NZ .28 1,00 
us .22 
;.Task Significance NZ .;7 .04 1.00 
us .42 .19 
4,Autonomy NZ .20 .1; .21 1.00 
us .44 .;o .;2 
5. Job Feedback NZ .19 .24 .;2 .;1 1.00 
us .;4 .2; .;4 .;~ 
6.Agent Feedback NZ .11 .11 .25 .23 .44 1.00 
us .18 .16 .18 .27 ,38 
?,Dealing with Others N:t. .31 -.01 ,45 .10 .24 .19 1.0U 
us -3~ -.01 .29 .25 .1~ .14 
8.L!PS N:t. .43 .50 ,40 .56 .67 ,34 .22 1,(10 
us .61 .46 .51 .79 ,76 .37 .29 
9,Experienced Meaningfulness N:t. .26 .10 .31 .24 .36 .30 .24 .;-7 1.00 
us .4;, .22 ,45 .42 .39 .29 ·.20 .;,2 
_../ 10.~XJ?erienced Responsibility NZ .17 .06 .29 .23 .37 .27 .15 .;? ,76 1.00 
us ,34 .27 .32 .39 .36 .23 .14 ·'-·7 ,58 
11.K.nowledge of Results N:t. .22 .22 .27 .28 .51_ .;9 .23 .Li-2 ,56 ,54 1.00 
us ,15 .19 .22 .29 .49 .;9 .04 ·'-·3 .40 .;4 
12.General Satisfaction NZ .10 .05 .14 .27 .27 .33 .04 .C'4 .68 · .59 ,45 1.00 us .33 .20 .29 .42 .35 .32 .1; -~·6 .66 .49 .42 
13,Internal Motivation NZ .20 -.04 ,17 .12 .2; .2; •• 1; .19 .52 ,59 ,60 ,34 1.00 
us ,34 .16 .33 .;1 .32 .25 .22 .~o .57 .59 ,23 ,43 
14.Pay Satisfaction NZ -.13 .02 .oo .05 .18 .18 .05 .03 .21 .21 .11 .36 .07 1.00 us .09 .06 .10 .21 .20 .25 .07 •• 2 .27 ,24 ,22 ,42 .22 
15,Security Satisfaction NZ .oo .15 ,12 .02 .14 .19 .01 .18 .16 · ,09 -.01 .23 -.01 .01 1.00 
us .21 ,14 ,18 .29 ,27 .27 .12 .!3 ,33 .;o .31 .48 .25 ,45 
16.Social Satisfaction N:l. -.oo .12 ,19 ,17 .13 . .2; ,14 .17 .32 ,20 ,16 .;7 .04 .07 .29 1.00 
us .26 .14 ,26 ,33 .27 .27 .25 .~6 ,41 ,,37 .26 ,47 .35 · .28 .38 
17.Supervisory Satisfaction NZ -.09 .o; .06 .17 .;o .41 -.01 .::1 .22 .25 ,22 .so .06 -.00 ,34 .52 1.00 
U:3 .15 .12 .15 ,31 ,29 .52 .10 .;; ,36 ,36 · .::;6 ,50 ·.30 .41 ,47 .44 
18,Growth Satisfaction NZ .06 .07 .14 ,19 .26 .;5 .19 .::2 .26 .17 .23 ,36 .07 ,01 ,21 .45 .55 1.00 
us ,48 .24 ,38 ,54 ,43 ,36 .23 ,;9 ,65 .51 .39 .69 .48 .43 .51 ,57 .55 
19. Would Like GJ:iS HZ .;, .02 .13 ,14 ,16 .05 .17 ,18 .04 ,13 .06 -.02 ,17 -.12 .01 ,07 -.oo .01 1.00 
us ,12 ,06 .12 .• 08 .11 .02 .17 ,17 -.oo ,12 .02 -.06 ,14 -.05 .05 ,07 .02 -.03 
20,Job Choice G~:3 NZ .28 .12 .12 .13 .11 .05 .05 .26 .02 .05 ,14 -.18 .12 -.?1 -.01 -,14 -.25 -.25 ,33 1.00 
u;; .14 .05 .02 .07 .06 -.oo ,14 ,14 -.07 ,07 -.04 -.09 .03 -.02 .05 -.01 .oo -.08 ,42 
,,~: l-i•154 ; r ,208;p ,01 Iv 
u:3: ~-6930; r .oa1;p .01 0 
' . I 
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DIMENSIONALITY OF THE JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY 
The first analysis was a Principal Components Factor Analysis, performed on all 
twenty variables tested by the Job Diagnostic Survey. These results are given in Table 3. 
A minimum loading of .5 was chosen, on the basis that this loading enabled all the variables 
to appear at least once. This loading is more stringent than that of .3 which gives a .01 
significance level, but a loading of .3 was found, on examination, to give too many 
multiple factors, which tended to confuse the picture. 
The five factors obtained can be described thus: 
Factor 1 - Core Dimensions. These reflect the "wholeness" of the job, how much 
the job tells the incumbent, and how much motivation the job is able 
to give. 
Factor 2 - The Satisfaction factor. 
Factor 3 - The Experienced Psychological State factor. 
Factor 4 - A factor reflecting the influence of outside factors on the job, and how the 
job influences outsiders. 
Factor 5 - A Skill-Growth Need Strength factor. 
The percentage of variance accounted for by each factor is given in Table 4 .. The 
percentage variance was obtained from the computer printout of the Principal Components 
Factor Analysis !Appendix 2), which gives the cumulative percentage of the eigenvalues, 
which is also the percentage of the variance accounted for by the solution. Hence, in the 
above solution, 61 percent of variance is accounted for by the five factor solutions. 
In order to obtain a clearer indication of the dimensionality of the "dimensions", 
another Factor Analysis was done on the first seven variables only. These include Hackman 
and Lawler's core dimensions, plus two related variables, Agent Feedback being closely related 
to Job Feedback and Autonomy, and Dealing With Others being closely related to Skill Variety 
·and Task Significance (from Table 2). The result is shown in Table 5, with a solution of 
three factor$, as follows: 
Factor 1 - a "wholeness" factor, similar to the first Factor Analysis. 
Factor 2 - the interaction between the job and the outside world. 
Factor 3 - how much of the job is done by one person. 
This solution confirms the previous Factor Analysis and, because it involves only the 
first seven variables, gives a clearer picture of how these variables are related, and of the 
dimensionality of the "core dimensions". The percentage of the variance accounted for by 
this solution was 65.5 percent. 
A further test of the Job Diagnostic Survey involved the use of a Multiple Discriminant 
Analysis. This was used to see how well the Job Diagnostic Survey co·uld discriminate among 
supervisors from the participating firms. Good discrimination would mean that each firm 
could be treated as an individual case: Unfortunately, due to a restriction on the number 
of groups able to be handled by the Multiple Discriminant Analysis, only nine of the eleven 
firms were able to be included. The basis for exclusion was that of the smallest sarr.ple size, 
TABLE 3 
FACTORS AND EXTRACTED VARIABLE~-- __ _ 
· /With Individual Loadings_-,--_greater than .5001 
FACTOR 
1 2 3 
M.P.S. .848 Sul?ervisory .782 Experienced -.848 
Satisfaction Meaningfulness 
Task Identity .694 Social Satisfaction .766 Internal Work -.811 
Motivation 
Job Feedback .671 Growth Satisfaction .649 Experienced -.80 
Responsibility 
Autonomy .55 Security Satisfaction .595 Knowledge of Results -.701 . 
Pay Satisfaction .576 General Satisfaction -.656 
Growth Satisfaction .506 
4 
Dealing with .833 
Others 
Ta3k Significance .695 
5 
GNS Would .740 
Like 
G NS Job Choice 
.659 





PERCENTAGE OF THE VARIANCE ACC-OUNTED FOR BY EACH FACTOR 
Factor 1 2 3 4 5 
Per Cent 










PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FACTOR ANALYSIS 
ON FIRST 7 VARIABLES 
FACTORS AND LOADINGS 
1 2 3 
Agent Feed back .796 Dealing with Others .813 Task Identity 
Job Feedback .771 Task Significance .763 Skill Variety 





which had the effect of removing two firms, both of whom had only four supervisors 
participating. This left 146 in the sample, over nine firms. The result of the Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis can be seen on Table 6. The table is divided in two parts; that of 
first probabilities i.e. the firm to which the respondent is most likely to belong; and that 
of second probabilities i.e., the "second choice" for each person. 
The results of the Multiple Discriminant Analysis reveal a high correct allocation rate 
from first probabilities of 63 percent. The total number allocated to each firm (seen in 
the columns of the table) corresponds closely to the actual number in each firm. The 
individual firm's correct allocation rates varied, as can be seen in Table 7, the highest being 
77 percent, and the lowest being 43 percent 
It was at this stage that an unexpected effect was discovered. When second probabilities 
were considered, it was found that Firm 10 "lost" a high proportion of its members, while 
Firm 4-gained a large number of members. Firm 10 was examined closely for possible 
unique features. This examination revealed that the sample was solely women, mostly 
part-time, mostly married, and mostly working supervisors. They also worked a wide variety 
of hours, ranging from 4 to 8.30 p.m. and organised in three shifts. Few, if any, of the other 
supervisors worked under those conditions. These factors prompted the thought that this 
firm may be having an unexpected effect on the results of the Principal Components Factor 
Analysis, and so it was decided to reanalyse the data, but with Firm 10 removed. 
The resulting analysis of the data gave rise to the results in Table 8. Using the same 
minimum loading (.5) a six factor solution was achieved, bu_t with more clouding of the. 
factors, the result of more multiple factors, and some change. in loadings of individual 
variables. The ll)OSt marked change, apart from the increased number of factors, is in Factor 
3, where the loadings on all the variables changed from a negative loading in the first Factor 
Analysis, to all positive loadings. Factors 2, 3 and 4 retain approximately the same variables 
as in the full sample analysis. The percentage of the variance accounted for by this solution 
rose, compa~ed to the first analysis, to 66.3 percent. 
An analysis using the first seven variables only, was also done again, with the solution 
remaining the same as for the full sample analysis (Table 9) although there were some change 
in loadings, and the percentage of the variance accounted for rose to 67 percent compared 
with the full sample analysis. 
The main effect of the removal of Firm 10 from the analysis seems to have been to 
change the way in some of the "core dimensions" and rninr: satisfaction variables amorit the 
factors e.g., Growth and Supervisory Satisfaction now on Factor 1, Task Identity and 
Motivating Potential Score now on Factor 6, with Skill Variety not appearing anywhere. 
A Multiple Discriminant Analysis was also done with Firm 10 removed, the results 
appearing on Table 10. One of the firms shows a rise in correct allocation rate to 100 percent,. 
but most show a drop in correct allocation rates. The overall correct allocation rate dropped 
to 57 percent, with a slight increase in the correct allocation rate for second probabilities 
to 13 percent. 
TABLE 6 MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
ALLOCATED TO 
Firm '.) :-: 4 
Pr"h"hilit" 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 
Firm 
1 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 
N= 5 
-
2 0 1 ' 5 0 1 1 0 
N=7 
3 0 3 i 0 1 9 1 0 
N=15 
. 
4 0 1 0 1 1 2 7 
I N=16 Ii 
I 
ACTUALLY I 
IN 6 0 3 ! 0 0 0 V. 0 
N= 13 I' 




9 1 1 2 0 1 5 4 
N=30 
' 
10 0 0 ·1 3 0 2 1 
N=31 
11 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
N=21 I 
TOTAL N= 146 
; 
Total in each category. 
! 
Fi 11 8 7 n 1 i:; 14 
: 63% Correct Allocation for J~~p~~~~~IJW 
11 % Correct Allocation for P · I ifv -
. I 
6 8 9 
2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 
0 2 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 0 1 0 
3 2 0 0 1 3 
1 
2 1 1 3 2 1 
1 9 3 1 2 2 . 
0 0 1 6 2 0 
5 0 5 3 5 15 
16 0 2 1 0 2· 
12 1 2 0 0 0 











































CORRECT ALLOCATION RATES FOR INDIVIDUAL FIRMS 
Firm 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 
Allocation 
Rate (%) 60 71 60 43.8 69.2 75 50 77.4 66.6 
TABLE 8 
FA9TORS AND EXTRACTJ~D VARIABLES 
(With Individual Loadings-- greater than .5001 
FACTOR 
1 ? ~ 4 
Job Feedback .667 Social Satisfaction .777 Experienced .870 Dealing with 
Responsibility Others 
Agent Feedback .655 Security Satisfaction .703 Experienced .848 Task 
Meaningfulness Significance 
M.P.S. .625 Supervisory Satisfaction .651 Internal Work .771 
Motivation 
Autonomy .559 Growth Satisfaction .519 General Satis- .687 
faction 
Growth .522 Knowledge of .677 




.849 GNS Would .863 
Like 
.755 GNS Job .551 
Choice.:. 
















PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS FACTOR ANALYSIS 
ON FIRST 7 VARIABLES (PARTIAL ANALYSIS) 
FACTORS AND LOADINGS 
1 2 3 
Agent Feedback .798 Dealing with Task Identity 
Others .817 
Job Feedback .779 Task Significance .776 Skill Variety 
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MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
ALLOCATED TO 
1 2 3 
2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 
0 0 ,1 0 1 0 
2 5 1 1 0 0 
1, 0 4 10 0 0 
1 1 0 1 2 7 
3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 -1 0 
PARTIAL SAMPLE 
4 6 
2nd 1st 2nd · 
0 0 2 
.. 
0 1 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 
1 9 3 
1 0 2 
·•·--·-· - ·- .. . ·-·- •--... ---- ---- ·---· 
1 3 1 2 2 4 4 . 6 0 7 
1 0 1 0 0 1 3 14 1 1 
8 -10 .g 9 14 9 14 27 13 18 
57% Correct Allocation for 1st Probability 
1 !'io/n Comict Alloc-.ation for ?nd Probabilitv 
8 
1st 2nd 1st 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 4 
2 1 1 
1 3 . 2 
6 2 0 
5 2 14 
0 Q I 0 





























The data in Fig. 1 indicated that the largest proportion of the New Zealand supervisors 
were in the 30 - 39 age group, contrasting with the United States. Total sample, where the 
largest group was in the 20 - 29 age group. This difference was not unexpected as the United 
States sample included all levels in an organisation, while the New Zealand sample was 
restricted to one organisation level, which involved experience and authority, and hence 
implied some seniority. Thus, in .this situation, it could be expected that the New Zealand 
sample would have an older mean age. 
Fig. 2 indicates that New Zealand supervisors are not very well educated, with the bulk 
of the New Zealand sample tending to have poor education levels, most having only High 
School education. It is possible that this is related to the age figures in that the tendency 
towards the older age groups could be related to the poorer education standards when the 
supervisors left school. The tendency to leave school at an ~arlier age could also be a COl]-
tributing factor. The trend evident in the New Zealand data is similar to that found in the 
United States i.e., that the tendency is for the majority to have relatively low levels of 
education (Fig. 2a). 
It is possible that the education data reflects the educational demands of both New 
Zealand and United States industries, at least in the cases of those industries studied. Thus, 
the educatio_n data would not necessarily be a true reflection of the educational levels of 
the population as a whole, or of the working population in particular. Jobs with low skill 
demands tend to attract, or be filled best by, people with lower educational levels. The 
reverse could also be said to be true Le. that people with lower educational levels tend to 
fill jobs with low level skill demands. If these factors still hold for the New Zealand sample, 
then the standard of supervision must leave something to be desired. However, the peaks in 
categories 4 and 6 on Fig. 2 indicate that some supervisors, at least, are furthering their 
education, and so raising the mean education level of supervisors in New Zealand, and 
hence, the standard of supervision. 
Table 1 and Figs. 3 and 4 show the generally higher scores of the New Zealand supervisors 
on the Job Diagnostic Survey variables. On the basis of the United States results in Appendix 
3. (Tables 17 and 18 from Oldham, Hackman and Stepina, 1978) the higher scores are not 
unexpected, as the United States results indicate higher scoring as age increases and as 
education level increases. The New Zealand supervisors tend to fall into educational 
categories above the New Zealand equivalent of the United States "Some High School" 
category, after which, in the United States sample, many of the Job Diagnostic Survey 
scores began to fall. 
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The relative consistency of the results so far indicate that the Job Diagnostic Survey 
is reasonably consistent when comparing two Western industrialised nations, but full 
confirmation of this consistency would demand a more detailed breakdown than is within 
the scope of this study. The indications at this stage are that the Job Diagnostic Survey 
could be used for the purposes of comparison and attitude survey, with reasonable 
confidence, in New Zeala~d industry. 
Table 1 and Fig. 3 indicate four variables which deviate from the generally higher 
New Zealand scores. These are Task Identity, Internal Work Motivation, Growth Need 
Strength, Would Like and Job Choice. Of these, Growth Need Strength (Job Choice) 
should be treated with caution for the reasons given in the Results section. Also, the 
score for this variable falls between the scores for the two United States samples, so that 
for these two reasons, Growth Need Strength (Job Choice) will be viewed as part of the 
general New Zealand trend. The other three variables, however, are not subject to these 
problems, and are evidence of differences between the national samples. 
Task Identity seems to be unique to New Zealand supervisors as similar trends are not 
seen in the age and education tables in the Appendix 3.Task Identity is identified in Appendix 
1 as "the degree to which the job requires completion of a 'whole' or identifiable piece of 
work i.e., the performance of a job from beginning to end, with a visible outcome." The 
question arises as to why New Zealand supervisors see their job as low on this variable. 
One reason may be that for many there is no visible outcome; their efforts to keep 
production going may be seen by them as a result of the pro,duction process rather than !heir 
own efforts. This may be especially so in circumstances in which the s.upervisor:is often 
bypassed. It cannot, however, be claimed that this happens in the firms studied, as there is 
no evidence that it does so. Management attitudes may have an effect on Task Identity 
for supervisors in that management may see their supervisors as a kind of glorified worker who 
tends to do a lot of administrative work and troubleshooting, and so rarely is able to do one 
identifiable piece of work. This reason could be the result of a lack of an adequate job 
specification clearly defining the supervisor's duties. An adequate job specification would 
help to define for the supervisor what an identifiable piece of work is for the position. 
It is obvious that there are a number of possible reasons for the !ow Task Identity 
score, but it is difficult to define the casual factor, or factors, without detailed job 
evaluations for all the respondents. Because of this, the question of the cause, or causes 
of the low Task Identity score must remain unanswered. 
Internal Work Motivation is another low scoring variable, although the score is not as 
low esJ.dr.Jask Identity or Growth Need Strength (Would Like). The low score indicates 
a lack of motivation to perform effectively on the job. Although it could be related to the 
Task Identity score, this is unlikely, as Internal Work Motivation has a low, negative, 
correlation with Task Identity (Table 2). It could have been postulated that because 
supervisors were unable to get enough Task Identity from their jobs, they were less 
motivated to perform these jobs as well, but this is very unlikely, and the reverse 
relationship may be true, due to the negative relationship. 
There is, however, a positive, but not significant correlation between the Growth 
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Need Strength (Would Like) variable and the Internal Work Motivation variable 
(.17; Table 2). It is likely that the low Growth Need Strength (Would Like) score is 
affecting the Internal Work Motivation score, rather than vice versa. The low Growth Need 
Strength score reflects the generally prevailing negative attitudes to enriched jobs i.e., the 
supervisors would not respond favourable to enriched jobs. The reason::for this may be 
that the supervisors have a "built in" low Internal Work Motivation Le., it is not the job 
that is contributing to the low score, but the people currently in the jobs. Whatever the 
causes or reasons for the low scores, it seems that New Zealand supervisors are poorly 
motivated, and would respond poorly to any attempts to make their jobs more complex, 
or enriched. The question arises as to whether this is due to the jobs, the people, or the 
job climate at the time of the study. A longitudinal study of both the jobs, and the 
individual supervisors as they move from job to job, or stay put as the case may bE4. 
would need to be done in order to define which, if any, of the above causes were 
contributing to the results, and in the way in which they were acting. 
In summary, Table 2 indicates that Task Identity is independent of Internal Work 
Motivation and Growth Need Strength (Would Like), but that both the Internal Work 
Motivation and Growth Need Strength variables may be related, although the direction 
of causality remains in doubt. The underlying causes of the low scores on these variables 
are difficult to define, but one general cause could be that of cultural differences. The 
profile of scores on Figs 3 and 4 show that the New Zealand and United States samples 
are nearly the same on all the variables, except those mentioned above. On these low scoring 
variables, different cultural values, on the part of both management and labour, could . . 
become important, the effect being to subtly change the jobs, and values, of the incumbents. 
The possibility that the Job Diagnostic Survey is at fault should not be ruled out. 
Some support for this doubt comes from Table 2, and later analyses. The interrelationships 
found between many of the variables found in the United States sample fail to be confirmed 
on the New Zealand sample and this may indicate a failure on the part of the Job Diagnostic 
Survey to measure consistently between samples. Table 2 reveals that some groups of 
variables remain moderately to highly correlated, especially variables 9 - 13, whi_le other 
variables in the analysis correlate at approximately the same levels as for the United States 
sample. These variables include some of the core dimensions, the Motivating Potential 
Score, the E~perienced Psychological States, and the Growth Need Strength variables. 
These groups of variables remain consistent, irrespective of sample. The remaining variables 
are, on the other hand, sample dependent, giving a measure of the variables on which different 
samples are most likely to differ. 
The concept of core dimensions is considerably weakened, because of the change in the 
relationships in the New Zealand sample. This can be seen in the effect of some core 
dimensions becoming independent for the New Zealand sample e.g. Autonomy becomes 
independent from Task Identity in the New Zealand sample, whereas there was no independence 
in the United States sample. By definition, the core dimensions should remain the same, 
regardless of sample, with the relationships between the variable remaining approximately 
the same. This has not happened in this study, and the results st1pport previous workers 
who have found that the sample has a direct effect on the core dimensions (Dunham, 1976; 
Dunham, Brief and Aldag, 1977; Rousseau 1977). 
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A more detailed investigation of the Job Diagnostic Survey involved the Principal 
Components Factor Analysis which was used to obtain factorial solutions of the Job 
Diagnostic Survey. It was expected that groups of variables would form into factors, which, 
as can be seen in Table 3, did happen. The most noticeable grouping was that of the 
Experienced Psychological States, the Satisfaction variables, and the Growth Need Strength 
variables on individual factors. These three groups of variables are obviously well defined, 
and are groups on which the Job Diagnostic Survey is a good performer. The core dimensions, 
on the other hand, are fragmented and make up two separate factors, and also contribute to 
the Growth Need Strength variable. On the basis of these results, the Job Diagnostic Sun,ey 
can be said to be reasonably well constructed on the Experienced Psychological States, 
Satisfaction, and Growth Need Strength variables, but that the core dimension variables 
appear to need redesigning. 
Confirmation of the fragmented nature of the core dimensions can be seen in the 
results of the Factor Analysis of the first seven variables, where the composition of the 
factors remain essentially the same, forming a solution of three factors. (Table 5). The 
results of the two Factor Analyses mean that the core dimensions can be reasonably 
reduced from five to three, these three being able to be summarised as an Autonomy 
dimension, a Task Significance dimension, and a Skills dimension. These results give strong 
support to Dunham, Brief and Aldag;Rousseau, et al, who have questioned the dimensionality 
of the Job Diagnostic Survey, and the number of core dimensions actually needed. Hackman 
and Lawler's concept of five core dimensions is brought into question by these results, as 
well as the construct validity of the Job Diagnostic Survey .. From these results a question 
arises: is the inability of various researchers to obtain five core dimensions due to 
inadequacies in the model, or is it due to the design of the questions on the Job Diagnostic 
Survey variables? The indications are that both factors may be contributing to theseJesults. 
One measure of the ability of the Job Diagnostic Survey to measure what it claims is 
evidenced in the Multiple Discriminant Analysis table (Table 6). The scores of the 
respondents-in each participating firm were found to be reasonably consistent within the 
firms i.e., there was a typical response for each firm. In order for this to happen, the Job 
Diagnostic Survey needed to be a consistent device, and have good reliability. If this had 
not been the case, there would have been poor discrimination amongst the firms, with 
the consequent lowering of allocation rates (Table 7). On the basis of these results, the 
Job Diagnostic Survey seems to be a reasonably consistent device, and would be ideally 
suited for use in comparison studies, both among and within firms. These results also lend 
support to the idea that tbe idea that the failure to obtain five core dimensions is not one 
of a failure of the Job Diagnostic Survey, but one of the concept itself. 
At this point, it was originally felt that analysis of the data was complete, but close 
examination of Table 6 revealed that one firm, Firm 10, seemed to be producing unusual 
results. It exhibited the highest correct allocation rate on the basis of first probabilities, 
but lost most of its members on the basis of second probabilities, to firm 4. As noted in 
the Results section, Firm 10 was unique in many ways, and so it was decided to investigate 
what effect Firm 10 was having on the results. The results of the reanalysis revealed that 
Frrm 10 was improving the cohesiveness of the factorial solutions by reducing the number 
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of factors, and by causing the factors obtained to be "cleaner" i.e., to have fewer 
multiple factors. One factor was most affected by the removal of Firm 1 O and that was 
the Experienced Psychological States factor. While it remained as a clearly defined factor, 
the sign on the loadings changed from negative to positive. This indicates that this factor 
had a strong negative relationship in Firm 10, sufficient to outweigh any positive relationships 
which may have existed in the other firms. Why this should be so is uncertain. The effect 
is particularly noticeable as the other factors show little evidence of change of sign on the 
loadings. Postulated causes would have to include those of sex and the nature of the jobs, 
the sex factor having the highest face validity. Without further analysis, however, focussed 
on Firm 10, a firm conclusion would be unwise. 
The Multiple Discriminant Analysis (Table10) for the reduced sample reflected the 
poorer performance of the Job Diagnostic Survey found in the Factor Analysis. Evidence 
for this can be found in the lower correct allocation rates for first probabilities, while the 
higher correct allocation rate for second probabilities could be seen as due to a lower inter-
changeability between the firms left on the analysis. 
The result of the reanalysis confirms the effect that sample constitution has on the 
Job Diagnostic Survey's ability to perform as designed, and also to confirm that the core 
dimensions are not as stable with different samples as would be desired. The reanalysis 
also confirmed the effect of Firm 10 on the results of the study, an effect which was a 





The results of this study show that, in general, the New Zealand supervisor scores 
higher on the Job Diagnostic Survey than his United States counterpart, although there 
were at least three exceptions to this. It was also derrionstrated that the Job Diagnostic 
Survey has some applicability to the New Zealand situation in that the results obtained from 
the New Zealand sample gave a profile of scores similar to that of the United States samples. 
The age and education figures also reveal some similarities to distribution, further supporting 
the thesis that the Job Diagnostic Survey could readily be used in New Ze.aland industry. 
The issue of dimensionality of the Job Diagnostic Survey does not detr:act from the 
usefulness of the individual variables in being used in diagnostic and evaluation activities, 
although the use of the core dimensions in forming the Motivating Potential Score must be 
called into question. As Oldham Hackman and Stepina (p 40, 1978) point out, the 
changing dimensionality of the core dimensions has implications fpr the Motivating 
Potential Score measure. If a five factor solution had been obtained from the data, then 
the multiplicative Motivating Potential Score would be appropriate, since the calculation 
assumes the five dimensions to be empirically distinct. However, as fewer than five factors 
were obtained, then an additive measure may be best, and in fact has been found to be just 
as effective as the multiplicative measure, if not more so (Hackman and Oldham, 1976; 
Umstot et al, 1976). Putting aside the issue of which type of measure is more appropriate, 
the individual dimensions can still be used constructively in comparison, diagnostic and 
evaluation activities by using the means and standard deviations in the manner laid down 
by Oldham, Hackman and Stepina (p 41, 1978). This is .probably the best use to which the 
Job Diagnostic Survey can be put. 
The result which claims the most attention is that only three core dimensions are 
sufficient to explain the variance for New Zealand supervisors. This result brings into 
question the five core dimensions of Hackman and Lawler (1971) and Hackman and 
Oldham (1975), but is, at the same time, in agreement with previous workers (Dunham, 
1976) who have found that three core dimensions are sufficient. One point which must 
be noted is that the number of core dimensions found depends to a large extent on the 
nature of the sample (Dunham, 1976; Dunham and Brief, 1977). This interaction between 
sample and dimension is not unexpected i:f.'one considers the nature of the dimensions. 
The scores on each dimension could be expected to change with different jobs, and hence, 
with different samples. The effect of this would be to change the interrelationships between 
the dimensions, which in turn would give rise to different factor solutions for the different 
samples. 
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There are two points which should be considered in relation to the question of 
dimensionality. The first is that the use of the term "core" in describing the dimensions 
is perhaps the greatest problem with Hackman and Lawler's concept, as it infers a 
constancy which has not been found to exist. The fact that this, and other studies have 
found three dimensions, and not five to give a more concise description of jobs denies the 
existence of any such constancy. The use.of the terms job dimensions or job characteristics 
go some way to overcoming any inferred constancy, but do not overcome the inherent 
problem of dimensionality. The concept of dimensionality is also an area which causes 
problems, as it implies some empirical difference betvveen the dimensions, but as Oldham, 
Hackman and Stepina {p40, 1978) point out, "there is no reason to expect that the job 
dimensions would or should be completely independent." This second point brings into 
question the whole issue of the dimensionality of both Hackman and Lawler's theory, and 
the Job Diagnostic Survey. If, as Oldham, et al {1978) claim, the dimensions are not in 
fact independent, then it is nonsensical to pursue the issue of how many job dimensions 
there are. However, Table 2 shows that although there are no independent dimensions 
for the United States sample, there are some for the New Zealand sample. This reveals 
a dependence on the sample on which the data is based, and confirms the findings of 
previous studies e.g. Dunham { 1976). The fact that the dimensionality of the Job 
Diagnostic Survey remained virtually identical between the two analyses, supports the 
postulate that the nature of the sample being studied is of prime importance. A clear 
description of the nature of the samples of the previous studies may reveal a contributing 
factor to the variability of the job dimensions reported. 
On the basis of the above points, the major conclusion of the study is that the first 
seven variables of the Job Diagnostic Survey summarize down to three dimensions, which 
can be summarized as an Autonomy dimension, a Task Significance dimension, and a Task 
Identity dimension, but that this result is only typical of the sample of New Zealand 
supervisors who participated in the study. There is no evidence that this particular solution 
will hold for. other samples, either in New Zealand, or elsewhere. Perhaps the greatest 
implication of this study is that the Job Diagnostic Survey is not a consistent enough 
instrument to adequately test Hackman and Lawler's theory, or to settle the dimensionality 
argument. 
The Job Diagnostic Survey does, however, have value in diagnostic and evaluation 
processes, as noted previously, and this is supported by the results obtained from the 
Multiple Discriminant Analyses. These results show clearly that there were differences 
between the firms tested, on the different variables {Tables 6 and 1b ). The reasonably high 
correct allocation rates are evidence of unique results for the individual firms, which means 
that, should a firm wish to use the Job Diagnostic Survey for diagnostic or evaluation 
purposes, it can be reasonably sure that the results will be typical of that firm, and 
unique to it. 
This study has given some indication as to how New Zealand supervisors see their jobs, 
and how they see others interacting with them, and as such, could be a basis for further study. 
This is especially important if one considers that the education levels of the supervisors 
sampled is relatively poor. Further study of supervisors should reveal whether the education 
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levels are affecting the standards of supervision in New Zealand industry. Other fields of 
study could include supervision standards and their effect on industrial relations or, the use 
of the Job Diagnostic Survey to diagnose the supervisors' jobs, and relate the results to the 
incidence of industrial problems in the industries tested. It may be that the two issues are 
related in some way which has not hithert~ been realised. 
In summary, a number of points have arisen from this study. The first is that New 
Zealand supervisors have scores on the Job Diagnostic Survey which compare favourably 
with results obtained from United States samples. Secondly, the Job Diagnostic Sun,ey 
is a consistent instrument on all the variables except the job dimensions, where it proves 
to be very sensitive to sample. On the basis of the results obtained, the four core dimensions 
of Hackman and Lawler (1972} and the five core dimensions of Hackman and Oldham (1975}, 
reduce to three core dimensions, so failing to replicate these previous findings. The third 
point is that, despite the failing noted above, the Job Diagnostic Survey is still a reasonable 
instrument to use for diagnostic and evaluation purposes. Problems only seem to arise when 
it is used in an attempt to settle the question of dimensionality of the core dimensions. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Job dimensions. The JDS provides measures of the five core dimensions shown in 
Figure 1. 
Skill Variety. The degree to which a job requires a variety of different activities in 
carrying out the work, which involve the use of a number of different skills and 
talents of the employee. 
Task Identity. The degree to which the job requires completion of a "whole" and 
identifiable piece of work - i.e., doing a job from beginning to end with a visible 
outcome. 
Task Significance. The degree to which the job has a substantial impact on the lives 
or work of other people - whether in the immediate organization or in the external 
, 
environment. 
Autonomy. The degree to which the job provides substantial freedom, independen:ce, 
and discretion to the employee in scheduling the work and in determining the 
procedures to be used in carrying it out. 
Feedback from the Job Itself. The degree to which carrying out the work activities 
required by the job results in the employee obtaining direct and clear information 
about the effectiveness of his or her performance. 
In addition, measures are obtained for two additional dimensions which have been 
found to be_helpful in understanding jobs and employee reactions to them. These are: 
Feedback from Agents. The degree to which the employee receives clear information 
about his or her performance from supervisors or from co-workers. 
Dealing with Others. The degree to which the job requires the employee to work 
closely with other people in carrying out the work activities (including dealings with 
other organization members and with external organizational "clients.") 
Critical psychological states. The JDS provides measures of each of the three 
psychological states which are shown in Figure 1 as mediating between the core job 
dimensions and the outcomes of the work. These are: 
Experienced Meaningfulness of the Work. The degree to which the employee 
experiences the job as one which is generally meaningful, valuable, and worthwhile. 
Experienced Responsibillity for Work Outcomes. The degree to which the employee 
45 
feels personally accountable and responsible for the results of the work he or she does. 
Knowledge of Results. The degree to which the employee knows and understands, on 
a continuous basis, how effectively he or she is performing the job. 
Perso·nal outcomes. The JDS provides measures of a number of personal outcomes 
or reactions a person obtains from performing the job. These are: 
General Satisfaction. An overall measure of the degree to which the employee is 
satisfied and happy with the job. 
Internal Work Motivation. The degree to which the employee is self-motivated to 
perform effectively on the job - i.e., the employee experiences positive internal 
feelings when working effectively on the job, and negative internal feelings when 
doing poorly. 
Growth Satisfaction. The degree to which the employee is satisfied with opportunities 
for personal growth and development on the job. 
Satisfaction with the work context The JDS provides several measures of employees' 
satisfaction with the work context Context satisfactions are expected to affect how 
positively an employee will respond to a job high on the core dimensions (see Figure 1 ). 
Satisfactions with four elements of the work context are measured: 
(a) job security 
(b) pay and other compensation 
(c) peers and co-workers ("social satisfaction") 
(d) supervision 
Individual growth need s~rength. The JDS taps the strength of the respondent's desire 
to obtain "growth" satisfactions from his or her work. This measure is viewed as a malleable 
individual difference characteristic which (as shown in Figure 1) is predicted to affect how 
positively an employee will respond to a job with high motivating potential. 
Growth need strength is measured in two separate sections of the instrument. In the 
"would like" section, respondents are asked to indicate the degree to which they would 
like several growth relevant conditions (e.g., opportunities to learn new things, 
opportunities to be creative and imaginative) present in their work. In the "job choice" 
section, respondents are asked to indicate their relative preferences for pairs of hypothetical 
jobs. In each item a job with characteristics relevant to growth need satisfaction is paired 
with a job which has the potential for satisfying one of a variety of other needs. Finally, 




COMPUTER PRINTOUTS FOR 
(a) Complete Principal Components Factor Analysis (Six Factors) page 47. 
(b) Selected portions of Results Section of Multiple Discriminant Analysis 
(Full Sample). page 70 . 
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DATA, · 
HEMA~~S 
Tpl TYPE OF CONVERSION SPECIFIED IN THE FORMAT MUST 8~ 
EilrlEk f Uk E, 
suBRcuTINES ANO FUNCTION SU~PAOGHAMS REQUIRED 
NGNE .............. , ............. , .................. , ................... . 
SUBRUUTINE OATA (M,O) 
DIMENSlCN 0'1) 
VARlABLt:: f"URMA'T INPUT CARO,,,,, 
-· ___ c 
---C 
·1 FORHAT(1UF6,2/10f612) 
e =~: ~ 
o ---c2021 
.. ---------. ----- ----
REAO AN DBSERVATIO~ FkOM IN,uT_oeVICE,. 
READ CS,1) CO(tl,I•l,~l 











IJATA 001 C 0021014210 ,, 
UATA 002 C vo21c14i10 
IJAP 003 C ~g~;g1i~:g LIA A 004 C 
uAIA 005 C uu2:0H210 
uATA 006 C UC2Hil4<!l0 
UATA QIJ7 C 00210142:u .... UATA ooe C 002IOH210 
1;ATA 009 C 0021014210 ~ 
UATA 010 C 0U21Cl4il10 
UATA O 11 C Ou2•Cl4210 
LiAH 012 ~ sg~:~1~~:g --J. LiATA 013 
UATA 014 C UU2101421U 
1,ATA 015 C 002101421(; 
L,ATA 016 C 0021014~10 ..: UAH 017 C U021Ul4210 
L,A fA 018 C Vv21Cl4<!10 
UATA OlY C u021Cl4210 
LIATA 020 C 0021(;14210 
LiATA 021 C 0021014,dO 
uATA 022 C UU21014~10 
I.IA fA 023 C 0021014210 
IJATA 024 C U021UJ4.:IO ·-· " UATA 025 C 0021c1~210 LIAfA 026 C ou2101•.!IO 1;A A 0G7 C ~0210)4GIU 
1.1AH 028 C UQ21Ul4i10 ...: ST~HT GF ~EUMtNT ~06 
L,ATA 029 C U06IOOCOIO 
LiATA 030 C o~~luOCUIO ~ 
L,AP OH C UO~IUuOvlO 
IJA A 032 C OQ6IOQC1JIO 
C 006IOOUUH1 
C vU6100COl(J 
C 006I00001U ., 
C uo~1ccoo10 
IIATA 014 C 0061000010 
L,ATA 03, C 00010000:ei 
1;ATA 036 C uc~1000010 
IJATA 037 
0 037A § Ou61UQCOIO 0061occu:~ 
D 037~ E OQ6ICC1AI~ L,ATA 038 UOCI01,lAI~ ., 
IJATA 039 C 0061001Ali 
IJATA 040 C OQ610ClAl5 





























































































C .--c .... 
..................... _ ................................................................. .. 
SUBRcUTINE CORRE 
PURPcSE 
CCMPUTE HEANS, STANUAHO DEVIATIONS, SUMS OF CROSS•PMCUUCTS 
OF OEVIATIUl1S, A~ • COkHELATION COEFFICIENTS, 
USAGE 
CALL CORRE CN,H,IG,X•XBAR,!TO,RX,R,b1U,T) 
DESCRIPTION -UF PARA~ETERS 
N • NU~8EH OF 08SERVATiuNS, 
M .. • NUMUER LJF V~R!ABLES, 
Io - OPTION CODE FuR r~~UT DATA 
0 IF UATA A~E TO b~ REA~ IN FHOM !~PUT DEVICE IN THE 
~PECIAL S~HNUUTINE NA"ED UATA, ISEE SUbR~~TINES 
X 
USED 8Y TriI~ SU8~UUTINt OELUW,l 
1 IF ALL OAfA AHE ALRlADY IN cORE, 
• IF IO=o, THE VALUE OF X IS o,u, 
IF IO•!, X rs THE INPUT MATRIX IN BY M) CUNlAlNING 
DATA, 
XSAR - nuTPUT VECT~H UF LEf!GTH M CUNTAINING MEANS, 







- nuTPUT MATRIX CH X H) CONTAINING SUMS OF CR~S~-
PkUDUCTS OF DlVIATIONS fRO~ ,lANS, 
OUTP~T MATRIX CU~LY UPPER TklANGULAR PORTID~ UF ThE 
SYMMETRIC ~~THIX LJF M BY~) CUNTAINING COHRlL~TION 
CulFFfCIE~TS• CSTQRAoE MODl UF !) 
GUlPU vECT;n OF LE~GlH M CUNIAINING THE OIAGuNAL 
OF THE MATRIX OF su~s OF cnos~•PROOUCTS Qt 
OEVIATI~NS FRUM ~EA~S. 
• WOkKING VECTOH OF LEN~TH M, 
- wukKING VlCTOK u~ LEN~TH ~. 
N MUST BE' C.REATER TrlA11 oq f'.OUAL TO M• 
SUBRCUTINES A~D FUNCTION SUBPROGkAMS AEQUIRED 
OATA(M,O) • THIS SUJ~UUT!NE MUST BE PnOVIOEO BY THE ~~E~, 
- Cll IF IO=O, THIS SUBRQUT,NE IS EXPECTEO TO 
FUR 1lSH AN OU5ERVATIO•I IN VECTOR [I l'HuM AN 
. . EXT~~NAL I~PUT DEVICE• 
C2) IF IO•!• T~IS SU~ROUTINE IS NOT U~EO or 
COR~E ~UT 4UST EXIST IN JOB DECK, IF USER 
HAS NUT 5U 0 PLIEU A SUdRJUTINE NAHlO CATA, 
THE FQLL•W!NG IS su,GtSTEO, 




P"UOUCT•MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ARE CO~PUTE •, ........................................................................... 
SU~kuUT!NE CORqE c~,H,!0,X•XBAR,5TO,RX,R,~,u,T) 
DIMl~S!CN X(2~QO),X8Akll),STOCll,RXC1l,Rll)>BCll,OC!),TC!) 
X(l) • c,O ......................................................................... 
IF A OUUBLE PkECISION rEttSISN OF THIS ROUTINE IS OESlREC, THE 
C IN LULUHN l SHJULO 8~ HlMI VED FROM THE DOU~LE PREC!SLCN 
STATEMENT WHICH FOLL0~5• 
DOUbLE PkECISION XBAR,STO,RX,H,H,T 
THE C HUST ALSO HE REMOVED FR04 UOUB~E PKECISION STATE~ENTS 
APPEJHl~G IN OTHER ROUTINES USEC IN CONJUNCTION ~ITH TkI~ 
HOUTI~E, 
THE CUJBLE PRECISION VF.RS!ON C, THIS SUBHOUTINE ~UST ALSU 
CONT•IN UOUBLE PRECISION FORTR-N FUNCTIONS, SQRT AND AB~ IN 



















































































C u061Cv2410 c 006:co2410 
















C U'J6 I ~02'1 I u 








































































r. c C 1.oRnon 007 COCll l 
C - ·•····························'·················'·'············· I.OHH078 C uo7 00011 l C 1.Ll!iRE079 C Uu7 OOClll r-- C l'<lTlALilATION I..UHHt:O~O C 007 GOGlll -f 
C 1.0l!RSC~l C 007 000111 
DO lvO J•l,k I.UHRt082 C OU7 000111 
~ C .J ):Q, C l.'JHHE053 ~I u•,7 ouc:.10 lCIO T(J)cQ,\, 1.LlRRC:084 u07 COC4:(J 
K2(M•M•ol/2 l..iJHH!:055 C 007 uOO ti I l 
DJ lU~ 1•1,K +. - - l.0HHl:.Od6 C uo7 OOOAl3 
102 1HI)• ,o - ~- - I.. UHf<c 0 C 007 uOQCIC, ~ F'14•t, I..DHRE.088 C 00710010:i .,. 
L"O I.. G llR E O 5 9 C 0071001110 C i..ORHl:.090 C uo7100111~ 
c IF"( lu) 105, 127, 105 1. ,;1rn Ea 9 l C OQ7100lllq ... i.ORHE092 g U071Q01Jl,! C DATA ARE AL~EADY IN CORE 1.,Jl!HE093 uo71001J1, 
C . - ·- . --- . - - -· -- . i..OHRE094 C v071C01Jl2 
____ 1Cl5 DO lv6 w•l,M 1.UttRL0'15 C 001:001.11« ... uJ 107 j•l,N l.lJflHE0~6 C uo7:co141u . ., 
L•L.+l 1.LlRHl:09'! C uo71co1s:o - 1v7 T(J) • T(Jl+X(L) --- ··-··· 1.lJHHE.09d C uo7tuul6•~ - ---- _ XoAR(f)sTCJ) .. - - L.OiiHi:099 C oo71001c:~ ... 
1.lJHRl:.100 C ou71001F14 ., ' C lOS TCJ)a Cvl/FN - - .. . - . L.OIWl::l O l C 0071002413 . -
DJ 115 1•1.11 1..llHREl02 C UU710021113 
.JK~u . -· - - ~ - . L.lJHRl:.103 C 01)71 li<l26 I U 
J -~ L•l•N L.OHHU<l4 C UIJ7IUU20l4 Dcl 110 ..i•l,M L.ORRl:.105 C u071QU281i 
l.'!:IL•~ 1.LlHHt:106 C 0071002~1, ,., (J(~J•X(L.)•T(J) L.'JHHl:.107 C 0071002~:J c1 110 d(J)•~C.l•~(J) I.. ,JHP.1:. l 08 C 00710U2FIJ ~-
uJ 115 ,•l,M L. 'J 11A I:. 1 'l 9 C v071UUJ513 
UJ 11:, ~•l,J L.OHHEl 10 C uu"llooir:o ...., --·- Jl{•J~•1 . - - . - . I.UHHU 11 C 007100JdlU 
✓ -- 115 k(~~)=H(JK)•DCJ)•DCK) L.UHHlll2 C u071QUH•i ,:;J Tu 2L:> I.UHRU 13 C uo71 cu,,::,:, 
C L.UHl'E.114 C 0071QQ4~1:, .., ~ ~f!B~o~~G~v~~~~~s 0 ~~~ 1~Ly~~tTE-TE~~ORARY L.l)l!kt:115 8 IJO~ICU4~1~ ,, ·:,- -- I.Oilf<f. l o VU IUQ4::,l '-;;, C L.LlflHL 117 C U071U04515 
1i7 I•CN•Ml 130, 1 30• 135 I..ORRt::118 C OQ71(;04::, ::, .JO ,c;."(:a r~ L.LlilHU 19 C oo7:c,u4r11 i;;_ ~~ Tu 137 I.QH~El20 C· UQ71CQo~IU 
135 f.K 2 M L.IJHHU21 C 0071Uv4ti1J 
1J7 uJ 140 l"l,~K .. - I.Of!RU2~ C vo7:1;04~12 
Ct.LL DATA (M,0) 1..0RRU23 g Uv710Q4Al0 - -· ---· Cl - ~:J l•f .•l,M ~UKHE124 oo7q,cqc 10 c.;i~ c.i.acJ> 1.Ukf<t.125 C uc7 1 oc,,u, o 
~oL+l l.011f<tl26 C uu7100~01~ 1'10 XCL.)20(.J) I.URRl:.127 C 0071 COJ21 l -· -•---- . ,:., -~ -·-·- F,<r<•~K I.ORRl:.128 C oc71ocs91:, ------DO 150 .i•l,M LUHRl:.l 29 C oo71ocsA14 
" X3AH(Jl• l CJ) 1.IJHRU30 C oo71ous<:1u ----150 TCJ)cTCvl/FKK l.uKRl:.l 31 C oa71cosF:" 
IJ -'? -- . C i.OHR£1 l2 C ou7: CU64 ll C CALCuLATl SuMS OF CROSS•PRODUCTS OF DEVIATIONS I.URREl 33 C 0071Q0641l 
C fRuM T[~~URARY MEANS FO~ ~ UtlSERVATlONS I.UHRE.IJq C OU710v6~11 
C I.. UH><o 1 JS C 0071006411 _.., ---- LaO 1.0HKU 3o C U07IOC6411 ..... 3~ .. teo 1•1,KK 1.Ukf<c.~06 C Ov7IOQ6ql~ 
lllNn 138 C oo7:oco6•0 
O:) 170 .i"l,M i.Of<Rl:.139 C 007:000614 
L2L•l L.UHl<El40 C ou7: Ov6~: o .. ,. 
170 DCJl•RX(L.l•TCJ) I.UHPl:.141 C uc71006912 Du loO ~"l•M I.UHkl:142 C Uo71(J07U13 
tJCJ)sB(~l•DCJ) I.Uf<f<U43 C VQ7l(;Q72llJ 
.-.( U1 lbO K•1,J 1.IJHPt I 44 C ou71uo151~ 
J~•J~•l 1..QIH<~ 145 C 007100771(1 
1~0 H(J~l•R(JK)•D(Jl•D(K) I..UHRl:.140 C UQ71t,Q7~12 
---C I.UHf<E.l47 C uo7 H,oe41;.: 
,..: :- IH:.•KKJ 2os,·2os, 185 L.OHRU48 C OQ71CU8412 --c LOHRl:.149 C 0071·ooeo 11 
C ~E~U THE REST oF OBSERVATlONS o~e AT A T[ME• SUM L.~kHU50 C vu71cueo11 V, 
-- C T~E OByEK~ATlO~• AND CAlCULATE SUMS OF CRDSS• 1.llHHU51 C oo71oueo11 
,.) t-.J ·G c PROuuC ~ LJr O~VlATIO~S FRu~ TEM~QRAkY MEA~~ i..llHHU52 C UQ7 I 00~611 
C I..Ufrnt 153 C oo71uoao11 lt:5 Ki<•t,•KK L.UHHU54 C uu71uoe6ll , g~.tr,o I• l, ",K 1.u1rn~ 155 C 0071009714 ~ 1.llliRE156 C IJQ710Q891U 
CAI.L. DATA (M,D) i.OIIHU57 C uu71oce914 
DJ lYO v•i,~ 1.llilHE 158 C ooriooeti:4 _, X3Ak\.J):AdAH(J)+O(J) ~1JnlH. l ~9 C vu71uoeu:o 
4 I D(,J)agc~l•T(J~ t~~~~l~~ C UQ71009ul~ - l~O ij(.Jl• lvl+D J C uo7luu;i,111 
D'.l ,v,v •' c. l ~ ._. L./Jl!R062 C 0071uOQ,\14 
I. 1JN Rt 1 6 3 C UIJ?&(.Ju~rru 
I 
,·-· 
1 . __ .. - C 
• - C 
I . ···-
I. 
I • -·· 









•o A~GkM•l,414• saHT(ANORM) 
ANRHX•A~U~M•RANGE/FLUATCN) 















68 Y=•A(LMl/ S~RT(ACLM) • A(LM)+X • X) 
!,Co 7c,75,7S 
70 12•y 
75 Sil'<x•Y/ ~QRT<l,O•Cl,O+C S~RTCl10•Y•Yll)l 
S lkXc•S!NX•SINX 
78 cos~- S,HT(l,O•SINX2) 
cosx2=cc~x-cosx 
Sik,S •SlllX•COSX 
. -· ~ 
I_, -·--,·--
NUTATE LANO~ COLUMNS. 
-, 
ILil•l'<•(L•l) 
l"1.;..•t1 .. c,,,-1) 
OJ LiS pl,1/ 
IQ•C!•I•ll/2 
!FCI•L) o0,115,80 
eo lFCl•H) 05,115,90 
05 lHGj+H~ 








GCJ Tu 11u 

























ILR"!L~•f ~rt• M~+ 
X•RCILRJ•COSX•RCIMAl•SINX 





X••<LLl • ~lNX2+A(MM)•COSX2+X 
A<LM) • CACLL)•A(MM)) • SlNCS+ACLM)•CCOSX2•SINX2) 
A(LL.)•Y 
A(kts)•X 
lESTS FOR COMPLETION 
TEST FORM• LAST COLUMN 
JrCk•Nl 1J5,140,135 
.M,•M • 1 
GO TU 60 
TEST FOR L • SECOND FRUM LAST COLUMN 
If<L.•CN•ll) 145,150,145 
L•L•l 
u'J Tu ss 
If(IND•1l 160,155,160 
1-.0=0 
~o Tu so 
COMPA~E THRESHOLD ~ITH FINAL SORM 















t.IG, ~098 C 
t.IGH099 C 
t.jGE~lOO C 











t.lGENl 12 C 
l:.lliEN113 C 
t.IGHl14 C 

















l:.!Gc.hl 32 C 
i:.lGE~l 33 C 
t.IGHl 34 C 














































































































































































C c· - -
-··-- C 
··~········''····'·•······ .. ···· .. ,·····················••1••······· 
•uBRCUTINE EI,EN 
PuRPcSE 




DESCRIPTION or PARAMETERS . 
A• OHIGINAL MATMlX (~YMMETR!Cl, DESTNOYED IN COMPUTATION, 
RESULTANT EIGE~VALUES ARE OEVELOP~O IN DIAGO~AL Cf 
MATRIX A lN OE5CENU!NG ORUER, 
R • RLSULTANT MATRIX UF EI1ENVECTORS (STORED COLUMN~I~E• 
IN iAME SE~UENCC AS EI~ENVALUESI 
N • ORDER OF MATRIC~S A AN~ H 
Mv• INPUT CODE 
O CU~PUTE E!~ENV4LUE5 ANO LlGENVECTORS 
l CUMPUTE El~[NVALU[S ONLY CR NEED NOT ~E 
OIMENSI~N~U BUT HUST STILL APPEAR IN LALLlNG 
SEYUENCE) 
klMAk~S • 
0~1,111AL MATRIX A ~uST BE REAL SYMMlTHIC CSTOkAG~ MCCl•l) 
M•IHIX A CANNOT 8E lN 1HE SAML LOCATIUN AS MA1RIX R 
S~BRcuTINES AND ~UNCTION SUSP~OGkAMS Rl~UIREO 
NLNE 
HETHCU 
D!AGONALIZATION METHOU ORIG0INATED BY ~AC081 A~D ADAPTtD BT VON NEUMANN FOR LAHGE C MP~TERS AS FOUND IN 1MAThEMATICAL 
METHOUS FON DIGITAL CUMPUTERS 1, EOITEU BY A, kALSTO~ ANO 
H1S, rlILF, JOHN WILEY ANO SONS, NEW YURKI 1962, CHAPT~R 7 
. =-----~ ~ 


























• ,t t •I• I. f I I I • Ii t t t I• t. • t ••It It It t t I• t t Ii t I I It t It t It t t I I I I It i I It 
IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION.OF THIS ROUTINE IS OESlREO, THE 
C JN ,uLUMN l SHUULO SE H(HOV~D FROM THE OOU~LE PREC1S1CN 
STATEMENT ~HlCH FULLO~S• 
DOUliLE PkECISION A,R,ANUR~•A~RMX,THk,X,Y,SINX,SINX2,COSX, 
1 casx2,s1~c~,RANnE · 
THE C MUST ALSO BE RE~uVEU rR~ll DOUBLE PHEC!SION STATE~ENTS 
A~PE>klNG IN UTHER ROUTINES USEO IN CONJUNCTION ~ITH Thl~ 
kUUTJNE, 
THE CDUBLE PRECISION VERSION Or THIS SUBHOUTINE ~UST ALSU 
LONT,lN DOUBLE PRECIS[JN FORT~AN FUNCTIONS• SQRT IN ST~TEMENTS 
4U, 6b• 75, ANO 78 MUST ~E CHANGED TO oswnT, ABS IN ST~TEMENT 
"62 M~iT BE CHANGED TO OAbS, THE CONSTANT IN STATlMENT 5 SHOULD 
~E C~AHGED T~ 1,0D~l21 ............ , ..................................................... . 




OJ 20 J~l,N 
1-l'"ll/+N 





20 ,a,. T lNUE 
CUMP~TE INITIAL ANO FINAL NORMS (ANORM AMO ANORMX) 
:i:5 ANCiR!-1"'0 1 Ci 


















































L1 GU, 04 9 
t.Illtl\OSO 








































C UU71Ul~Ul 1J c uo7101au10 
C 007:010010 c o~71c1cu10 c uo1:01cu:o 
C uo71u1CJIU 
C 0071010010 
C 0071~10010 c oo71c1cc10 
C 0071010010 c 01J7101co10 
C 0071010010 
C UOllOlOUl(J 
c 001101co1u c uo1101r,010 c vo71c10010 
C 0071010010 c uor1c1co10 
C 0071ClOOIO c uo1101ou10 
C U•J71UlCUl•J 
C 0071vlCUIU 
C 00710l0Ulv c uo7101cu10 
c oo71c1co10 c 0011c1cu1v c uo71c1co10 c vo71c1cu1u 
C 0071ClCOIO 
C OQ71v10UIO 
C 0011010010 c uo7101cu10 c 001101co10 
C C0710lCOIO 
START U SEuMl:.IIT 
C 0091GQC010 
C U09 I COCU Ii, 





C QQ9IOOCOIU c oo91,occ10 










c oo91ug 0 010 

































·•-·. ---- 21i0 . C 
- '"' --- ~ 
,' . 
2us 
,-, -· C 
~ --- C 
~-~ 







(' -- 2~5 
- -- 2~0 
---c 
r, --- f 
~"-': ·----
0 --- C 240 
C 
C - -r.) __ , __ 
-----




DJ 2UO K•l,J 
J.it;:.11.,;l\1'1 
RCJ~l=RCJK)+D(Jl•DCK) 
·- -----··· -----·-- ... ---···---· 
CAL.CULATE MEANS 
JK•O 
DfJ 210 J•1,M 
X3Ak(Jl•X8A~(J)/FN 
AO.iLST SUH$ OF CROSS•PROOUCTS OF DEVIATIONS 
FROM lE~PuRARY M~ANS 
DJ 210 ~"l1J 
JK•.i~•l 
RCJ~l•H(JKl•BCJl•BCK)/FN 
CALCULAT~ CURRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
JK•v 
DJ £20 ~•l,M 
J~•.il'.•J 
STOIJ) 2 SORT( ABS(RCJK))) 
01 £JO ,.•l,M 




LQ"011•tK•1 ) • J 
f<x(L.JzR(.iK) 
I,CsTD(,.l•STDCKll 225, 222• 22~ 
R ( Jr, J •0, u 
G(J Tu 2JU 
R(J~)•Rc.iK)/(STUCJl•STOCK)l 
C:l~T1NUE 
CALCULATE STANOARO OEVIATIO~S 
Ftl•S~RT(f r•• l, O l 
DO 240 .i•l,M 
STO(J) • 5T0CJl/fN 
COPY THE DIAGONAL OF.THE-MATRIX OF SUMS OF CROSS•PRODUCTS ~F 
DEiIATlCNS FROM MEANSJ 
L"•M 
DJ 250 I•l•M 
LoL+M•1 









L~HRtl63 C OU71Q09CIO 
L0KRE16q C UC7I009ulu 
~OHRE165 C U071Q09E12 
, LUKHElo6 C uo7100AAlt 
LU~RE1~7 C uo7ioo~Al2 
L0RRE168 C U071GOA~I~ 
~0~k~l69 C ou71coAAI~ 
LUHAEl~O C 007:oo•HIO 
LOHRE171 C Oo71CQ4Clu 
L09R[l72 C oo71co•E•4 
LURRE173 C UQ71QOAE1q 
L0RAL174 C uo7suo•ll4 
LORRE175 C U07>vGAC14 
LUHRE176 C UQ71CCAtl4 
LJRHE177 C OQ71CURUIU 
LOH~El7e c ou71oou11~ 
LUnkll79 C 0071uc~u14 
L~HAE180 C UQ7:ooeu:-
LU~~ll3l C uo7,~c9~14 
LOKRE1~2 C UQ71C00ti14 
LURREl~J c oo71ooec12 
LOHHE184 c uu7:uueu:u 
LUl<Ai::ltl~ c oor,oo6E•J 
L0HHEIH6 C uo71ooc~10 
L0RA[l87 C UQ71QQCblO 
L0HhE18e C ou7:aoC7IO 
L0RRL189 C · UQ7IOOC~I~ 
L0Hkcl90 c uo71vor.c1l 
L0HkE191 C 0071COCfll 
LuRhE1~2 C OQ71GOD11J 
~ORRE~Ol C 0071CC~413 
cORHE~o2 c uu71ooad:J 
LORH~MOJ C 007IOOC~IJ 
LOHAE~04 C UQflOQOdlU 
,OHRE~05 C OQ71uQFJlj 
,UHHtl94 C Oo710u£4lj 
,OHRE195 C oo7:uo(4l5 
,URHE196 C U07IOOE415 
cOHRE197 C OQ7lOOE41) 
LORHE198 C oor:voE614 
,ONHE199 C OQ7IOUE~IO 
,UHHt200 C o~7•ooECI~ 
,ORRE201 C 007•0GEC15 
,OHHt202 C u07IOOF.Cl5 
L0RkE203 C OJ7IOOECl5 
LORRE204 C U07IOCECIS 
~OHRE205 C 007IOOEEIO 
~ORHE206 ~ 007IOOEFIU 
LOARE207 C 007lOOFOlS 
LOHR~208 C 007IOOF612 
LOARt209 C 0071CQf615 

































. . , 
I • 
·~ 












SuRT llG[NV•LUES ANO ElG[NVECTORS 
oQ=•N 
ri 1 oS I" 1, N 
IO=lw•N 








UO lbO ~•1,N 
!LR=!O•~ 








UGEl\16~ C (/Q910QA713 ~ 
t.1~£"170 C UQ'IIUQA71.l 
UG£~171 C Uu910QA71J 
UGEl\172 C OQQIOQ47:) '!l t.IJEl\173 C uoQ:uo4ol~ 
tl'iE,\174 C 009 lil'J,\A IU 
t.I~~i.175 C OO~lvuAU!) 
t.luEl-176 C UQYlu0~£1l ,. 
t. I GE" 177 C 00910vo•Jll ... 
l:.lGl:~178 
t. GE"l79 E UOVIUQGllO 009100~L•J 
t.ll.iEl\l~O C Ui)91008511 l Lli.iEhlH C OQQIOQAdl:, 
t.I G fl'182 C (/IJ91UQ9A•:, 
t.1Gll\ld3 C t.u9, cui:; ( 1 1 
r t:.Il:,El\184 C oo~•cocu•~ 1-t.H,El\185 C 0091G<,C21u 
l:.I •.iEI\ 19 6 C 0091COC.llu 
t.lGEl\1~7 C UQ91CQC41J 
t.rnEl\ld8 8 UU910Q861v t. E~1~9 U091UC blU '·/' 
t.IuE~lQO C 009IOOC~I~ 
t.I~E.hl-11 C OQQIOQCF14 
t.fGE~l92 ~ OQ9IOQC4:Q 
t. ij[~193 ' OQ910Q04lj 










C - - -• • • • • • • • • I • • • • I I • • a • • I • • • I I I• t • I t • I I I • • • I • f I It t • t t I I I t • • I • I t t • I • t I 1RACE002 
C · 1 KAClOOJ 
C suBRcuTINE TRACE lRACEooq 
C lRACEOOS 
C PURPc:iE li{Act.OOo 
C CCMPUTE CUMULATIVE PEKCE~TAGE OF EIGENVALUES GREAlER lHAN 1RACE007 
C OR EOUAL TD A CONSTA~T SPECIFIED BY THE USER, THIS SUS• "IRACE.008 
C Rc~TfNE ~ORMALLY •CCUNS IN A ~EQUE~CE OF CALLS TU s~e- lRACt:.009 
C RLuT hES CORRE, EI;EN, TRACE, LOAU• ANO VARMX IN lHE PER• 1RACE010 
C rc~MAr,CE GF A FACTOR ANALYSIS, lfUCEOll 
C 1R,~C£012 
C .... t.lSAGE ll{ACt.013 
C C~LL TRACE CM,R,CO~,K,D) l~ACE014 
~ l AACl:.015 -· - DESC~lPTlDN OF PARA~ETERS lRALEOlO C . M • NUMBEH UF ~~~IAULE1, . lRACEOl7 
C 
R • ,~=~TK~9~N~1L~•i~~~~KfiI:~8Li
1g~E2 •f~~~•~cRt~~~~ IHACt::ole C 1RACl:.Ol9 
§ - - cuNTAI~JNG El~E~~A~UES IN ~1•~a~AL, tIGENVALuES ARE 1RALE020 AHkA~GED lN L5CEN· ING ORO H, HE ORDEH OF ,ATRIX N IRACE021 
C --- -- ISM BY M, ONLY M•CM+l)/2 ELlMENTS ARE IN SluRAGE• 1RACE022 
C (STORAGE MODE OF 1) 1HACE023 
C CGN • A LON~TANT u5ED TO DELIDE MO• MANY EI~ENVAL~E~ To 1RACE024 
\] --- . C -- --~. RETAIN, CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF EfGENVALUES 1RALE025 
C ---- - - NNICH AkE GREATER THAN OR E~UAL TO HIS VALUE I5 1RACE026 
C - - CALCULATED, 1RACE027 
~ K • OUTPUT ~.HIARLE CONTtl,ING THE NUM6ER 0~ EIG~NVAb~ES ~RAC~0~8 GkEATER HA~ Uk EOLIA OCON, CK I TH NU~ ~R ACE0~9 












































OQ9: O•JEl tr; 







0U9 IOOE llv 
U09IOOEl1(1 
OO•l~CEllO 





















































• OUTPUT VECTOR Or LENGTH M CONTAINING CUHULAfIVE 
PEkCENTAGE Ur EIGENVALUES WHl~H ARE GfiEATlH THAN 
OR EQUAL TO CUN, 
SUBRc~TlhES AhD rUNCTIUN SUBPROGkAMS RlQU!RED 
NCN£ 
METHC 
E> H El~EhVALUE GREATLR TH.N WR EQUAL TU CON IS DIVICl0 ijY M 
Ah THE R~SULT IS AuDl~ TD THE PREVIOUS TOTAL TO UBl~lN 
T~ CUHULATlVE PERC~NTAUE FUH ·EACH EI~ENVALUE, 
·············································'···················· 
SUBRuUTINE TRACE CH,R,CON,K,D) 
OI~EhS[CN R(l),D(ll 
I I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I It I It I I I I I I It. I I I ... ' I I. I • I. I I' It I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 t I 
IF A OUU~LE PkECISION VERSION OF THIS kOUTINE IS DESlREC, THE 
~ IN LULUM~ l SHUULD ~E kEHOV6D FRD~ THE O•U~LE PREClSlCN 
STATtMENT "HlCH FOLLO~S• 
DO~bLt P~ECISlau R,o 
THE C HUST AL~O ~E REUOVED FR8M DOUBLE PKECISION STATE~ENTS 
A~PE•NI~G IN DTHER ROUTINE& USED IN CONJUNCTION ~ITH THlb 
kuUTl~~, ..................................................... ' ........ . 
f'1•H 
L"0 




TEST ~HElHEH I•TH EIGENVALUE IS ~HEATER 
THA~ OR £~UAL TO THE CONSTANT 
0'.l l 10 I•l,M 
JFC~(l)•LUN) 120, 105, 105 
K 2 K+ l 
OCll•OC l )/F"M 
COM~uTE CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE OF EIGENVALUES 


































START uf bEuML~T 
IHACc047 C UOA•ooou•~ 
li!ACE04a C OQA10000:o 
l~ACi:.Oij9 c uoA1ocou1u 
lHACl:.U~O C 00A1oocu1u 
lllACC:0'>1 C OOAIOOCUIU 
1HACl052 C OOAIUCCOIO 
IRACr.0~3 C UOAIGOCUIO 
lRAClOS4 C UOAIUCCOIU 
IMACl:.0~5 C UOAICIJOUIU 
lRACE056 C UOAIOQCOIO 
lRACC:057 C IJQAIOOQOIO 
1RACE058 C OCAIOCCUIO 
IKACE059 C UOAIOCCUIO 
1RACE060 C OUAIIJCQ~IO 
1HAC~C6l C UQAIQQQOIU 
1RACt062 c oo•:occu10 
l~AC~G63 c uo11ucr,01u 
lKACt064 C OQAIUCCOIO 
lKACi:.065 C OGAlvCCOI~ 
lRAC£066 C OQAIQCC113 
lHACc007 C 00AI0CQJIQ 
1RAC£068 c co••cccq:3 
1RACt069 C 00AIUCCAlu 
1R~Cc070 C OOAIOCCAl4 
lRAC£071 C UOAl~OCA14 
IRACt072 C UOAICOCAl4 
lnACE073 C 00Al~CCA14 
1RAC£G74 C UOAICCCAl4 
1RACE07S C OOA•uocc:o 
1RACE076 C UOAIOOCllJ 
1RACE077 C OQAIOCCF•~ 
TMACE078 C 0QAI0014•4 
1RACE079 C UOAIOC1414 
lRAC~O~O C IJOAlOC1414 
·1RACEOtil C OOAIU01414 
RACEQij2 C UQAIC01610 
1RACEOR3 C uo11cc1c:1 
1RACE084 C OuA10u1,14 







... ---c ·-· L.OAD 001 C OOAl002510 
_,_ 
C -••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· LOAD 002 C OOAl00251(i C L.OAD 003 C (J~A I (J02:i I U .. C SUBRcuTINE LOAD L.OAD 004 C U0AI0025IO , . -· C L.OAD 00,5 C 00A1cc2s10 
C PURPCl,E . L.OAD 006 C OOAI002SIO 
~ --· . ~ . ·····- C(MPUTE A FACTOR M4f~IX (L9AD1N~) fRD~ E~uENVALUtS A~u L.OAD 007 ~ OUAICQ2:;IQ AssutlATtD flGENVfC •Kst Kil, syeRou lN NOR~AkL' O~LUK~ L.8,\0 008 gg::gg~;l8 ., I~ A SE~UE~ ~ Of ALLS ~ SU HOU lNlS ORRE, lI lN> ~AC, L. AD 009 C 
C LCA~> ANO VAR~X IN fHi PERFORMANCE Of A FACTOk ANALYSIS, L.OAD 010 C 00AIC025l0 
--·· ~ L.OAO 011 C OOAICC2:,1u Ul>AGE L.OAD 012 C OOAIOC2':i10 . .,, 
C CALL LOAD <M,K,R,V> LilAO 013 C 0UAl~C2510 
C LOAD 014 C OOAI002::ilti 
E DESC~IPTlON Of PARA~ETER~ L.ilAD 015 ~ OUAI00251U ,: .. -·-- --··· M • IIUM~EK OF VAK A~LES, LOAD 016 OOAI002,1~ _. C .. K . • NUM~EA OF F~CTOR~, L.OAO 017 C OOAI002,IO 
C R • A MATRIX (SY~ttET~IC ANO STOREU IN COMPRES&EC FOR~ LOAO 018 C UOAIOC2:ilU 
C WITH o,LY u~PEK TRt-NG~E BY CULUMN IN CORll CUN· LOAD 019 C UC,A1002JIO 
• C - ~ ~- TAI~ING EIGENVALUES l~ D!AGUNAL, EIGENVALUES ARE LOAD 020 C OUAIOC2!/IU ,. .·, -···-. C ARriAN&ED 1~ DESCENDING UkCEk, AND FIRST K EIGlN• LOAD 021 C OOAIOC2JIO C --·. VALUES ARE vSLD ~y THIS SUBkOVTlNE, THE OR~EK Ur LOAD 022 C vcA1cc2:,10 
... C MATRIX R l~ t BY M, UNLY H*CM+l)/2 ELEMENTS ARl IN LBAD 023 ~ OOAI002510 . ;-., __ . C STURAtiE, S uRAr.E MOuE Of 1) LAD 02q COAIUC2~1U . , ... 
C V • WHEN THIS ,~~kO~T,NE IS CALLED, HATRI~ V (M X Ml LOAD 025 C OOAICC2510 
C CONTA!~S E GENV C ORS COLUMN~lSE1 UPON R~T~RNlNG TO LOAD 026 C UOAIUC2':ilU 
, -- C ·-. THE CAL.L.ING PkOG~AM• MATRIX V CONTAINS A fACTuR LOAD 027 C OUA I 002:> I 0 ,; ~ MATRIX tM X K), L.OAD 026 g UOAI002:>IO LOAD 029 OOAIOC2SI~ 
C . -•·· R£MA~KS LOAD 030 c. uuA:1102-;sc, 
C NCt.E LOAD 031 E UOAI002~IO ..,, C L.OAD 032 UOAICC2:,IU • f l>UBRcup11ES AND F"UNCTii.lN SUBPIIOGRAMS RE.QUIRED LOAD 033 E UOAluc2:,10 NCN LOAD OJ4 OOAI00?.510 
C 
'METHCLI L8AD 0)5 C gg~:ggB;g C LAD 036 C ·•· C NC~~ALIZEU EIGENVECTOHS ARe CONVERTED To THE FACTOR PATTERN LOAD 037 C O~Al0025l0 
C ··- BY 9ULfl~L.YlNW T"E ELEME~T~ Of EACH VlCTOR BY THE 5QWARi LSAD 03e C UUAI002JIU C RtO U THE CORRESPJNUIN~ lGiNVAL.Ul, L AO 0311 C ()()AI002:,IU 
C L8AD 040 8 uouco2s10 C '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• L. AO 041 OOAI01l2:>IU --c --·· LOAO 042 C 0QAI002:ilu 
~ ----·- - SU~KOUTINE LOAD CM,K,R,VJ STAHT GF SE~M~NT ~CB -· LOAD 043 c uo01ooc,J11.1 ,. DIMLNSICN RCll,V(l) LOAD 0114 c u•J1Hooao10 -·C LOAD 045 C UQijlQQ~UIU 
-- C ••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LOAD 046 C uOdlOOC\llO C L.OAD 047 c ooe1ocoo1~ 'It. -- C IF A OuU8LE PkECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS OESI~EC, THE I.CAD 0~9 C 00!:llOOCUIU --·C C IN tuLuMN l SrlLlULO a~ AEHOVED FROM THE DOUSLE PRECISION LUAO 049 C UUij I COOO l U -· C ~TATEMENT H~ICK FOLL.OHS• - LUAD 050 C OOBlvCOOtQ 
'--. ~ C DOUBLE ~KECISIQN R,v,s~ L8AD O~l C 00B1occo10 -·-· C L. AD 0~2 C ooa1cocc1u --c L~AD 053 C O~~ICCCUIO -·- ~ TttE, MUST A~SO BE RE~QVED FROM 00~BLE PkECffION STATf~ENT$ LOAD 054 g u1.1~1uc,r,oso .... ' .. A~P,~H1N6 IN UTKER ROUTINES USED IN CONJUNC ON WITH hI~ L8A0 0'>~ uu~1ucou1u C kuU 11\ , LAD 0~ C UO!:llC~COIO 
C LOAD 057 C uue1ccc:.110 
C THE C~UBL.E PAECJS101 VERSfON ~F T~IS ,~B~OUTINE ~UST ALSu L04D 05~ C uo~1uoou1g 
--- C CuNTA ~ UDUO~L KC SION U"T AN UNC u~s. SQRT IN Sl~TEME~T LOAD 059 C 00~1ooau10 ~ 8 1~0 ~UST BE CHANGED TO DSQMT, LOAD 060 ~ uoa1coco10 
--· · ' LOAD 061 oos:oocu10 
-- c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• LOAD 062 c uo&1coooau 
~ __ c_ L.DAO 063 c 00e1uoco10 "' L•O LOAD 064 C UOblUOOOlO JJ•O L.OAD Oo5 C U0~10CC014 
DO 160 .i•l,I( LUAD Ubb C UOt!IUCCll.: 
'-JJ•JJ+J LUAO 0~7 8 ~U~IOCC21U ' ---- 150 S~• S0RT(R(JJ)) ~8AO 0~8 UO~IOOCJIJ 
1Hl lbO 1•1,M L1 AO 069 uuB I coco 11 
L=L•l L.UAD 070 C UOHIOU0710 
._ loo VCy)sSO.VCLl LOAD 071 C OOijlC,OClllZ ... V, 
·--·•-· R~ UF<N LOAD 072 8 Ou0ll)Olul3 \0 E~O LUAD 073 yuij10u1110 
SEGMEN Ou~ IS 0018 LL~G ._. ... ------~. " ---·•---· 
,,_, 
i 













































































• • • •• t • • • • • • •••• • I I I 6 • • I t • I • I I I • ' • I I j t t I •• t .. t t I I l • I I I I • • I • • • ••• i •• 
suBRcuTI~E VARMX 
PURPc~E 
PENFQRM aRTHOGONAL ~OTATIO~S OF A FACTOR MATRIX, Tklb 
S~~RQUTI~E ~OHMALLY OCCURS IN A SEQUENCE OF CALLS TG bUB~ 
~~vII~~gTt~R:~AL~!J;~' T~ACE, LOAD• VARMX IN THE PEHFuRMANCE 
USAGE 
CALL VARMX (M,K,A,~C•TV,H,F,Ol 
... OESC~tPTION UF PARAWET R~ 
M • NU~BEH OF V RIABLES ANO NUM~EH OF ROWS OF ~AfHlX A• 
~ • ~u~bEH QF F CTUH~,. 
A -• IN~UT lb TH UR!GI~AL FACTOR MATRIX, AND 
TH~ ROTAT~O •ACT~R MATRIX, THE ORDER OF 
UUIFuT I~ 






I~ M t, K, 
;uTPvT VAH!-9LE r.o~TA!NING TH~ NUMBER OF 
CYCLES PEHFURMEU, . 
lltRATlON 
- nuT~UT VECTuR cu~TilNING THt VAHlANCE OF THE FACTOR 
~ATRIX FOR ~ACH ITERAII0N CYCLE, THE VAHlA~Cl ~RIOA 
TO THE FlkST lTE~AiI•N CYCLt !S ALSO CALCULATtO, 
THIS HEA~S T~AT NC+l VARIANCE6 ARE STORED I~ VECTOR 
TV, HAXIHU·i r,U!~9E.R llF ITEHAT LllN CYCU.S AL.LG•~• IN 
THlS SubRO<JTI,,E IS 50, THERErORE, THl l.t:hGlh Qr 
VECTO,; T\I I, ~l, 
• OUTPUT VECTJR Uf L!NGTH M CUN1AINING THE uRIGINAL 
CuMMUtlAL r TI c:s. 
• ~uTPUT \IECT~~ OF LtNGlH M CONlAINlNG THE FI~AL 
CUMMUNALrTIES, 
QuTPUT vECTJR OF LENGTH M CONTAINING THE DtFFtRENCES 
8£1~££~ IHE OHlGIN~L ANO FINAL COMMUNALlTlES, 
REMAP~S 
IF i~HlA~CE. COMPUTED AFTER EACH ITEHAl!ON CYCLE DUES NOT 
I~CHEASE. FOR FOUR suC;EsSIVE TIME.S, THE SUBRDuTINt: SlUPS 
RCTATlO~, 
~uBRtuTINES AhD FUNCTIJN SU9P~DGRAMS REQUIRED 
NCNE 
METHCO 
· K,!SER 1 S VARI~AX RQTATIO~ ~S ~ESCRIIEU fN 'COMPUTER FHObRAM 
FcN VAaI"AX ROT•TION IN FA TOR ANALYSlS BY THE SAME AUlHOk, 
Ec~CATlUNAL AND PSYCHuLOGI AL MEASUKEMENT, VOL XIX, ~u, 3, 
1 c; ~ 9, 
·-·········· ... , ............................................ , ........ . 
SUBH~UT!~E VAH~X (~,K,A,NC>TV,H,F,0) 
DIMENSICN A(l),TV(ll,H(ll,FCll,D(l) 
t I t a • t t I t t t t I • t • t I • t & ' I I t I I • • • I • I I • t • t I • • • • I t • I • t t • I • I I t t t • • I I t 
If A UuU~l.E ~RECISION \IEHSIQN OF THIS ROUTINE IS OESl~Ec, THE 
C I~ LULUHN 1 SHUULD s, HEH1V~D fRUM THE OUUBLE ~RECISICN 
OOUbLE ~HECISIOH A•TV,H,F,DtTYLT>CONS,AA,bB,CC,UDtU•T•B•CGS~T, T 
1 SIH4T • TA·14T,SINP,C~Sf,CTN41,COS21,SIN21,tC~T.sIN 
ThE t MUST 4LS0 BE REMUVED ~RO" UOUBLE P~ECISION STATE~EhTS 
~~PEa~l~b I~ UTHE.R ROUTINES USED IN CONJUNCTION ~ITH Thlb 
kUUTJNE, 
ThE cUUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBHOUTlNE MUST ALSu 
LUNT~IN UOUqL£ P~CCISIUN FORTRAN FUNCTIDhS• SQRT IN STATEMENTS 
115, ~vo. 310• 350, A~~ 355 MUST ·aE CHAN~EU TO DSQRT, A~S IN 












































































































































































































c CALCuLATL ORIGINAL COMMUNAL1TIES VA<ii-.xcid6 c ooc:c~c915 
C VAtll"X0~7 C ooc:000913 . ,.,, - - ~- .. D? 110 I"l•M vAR~X088 C C,QCICQC91J H I,cO,c ·vAR/.'X0~9 C UQCICQO~IO DO llO .,=1,1\ VARn090 C uuc1occu10 ,., L. ~•C..J•l l+I vAR~XO'll C uoc:cccL•v 
- 110 H(ll•HC!l+A(Ll•ACL) VAR~X09.! C vcC:cGlOI, 
C v.AR~X093 C OQCIOOlAll 
C CALCuLATL NORMALIZED FACTLJR MATRIX vAK~A094 C oc,C1colAll 
C vARl"X095 C ooc:oc1A11 , . -·-·- DJ 120 1=1,M VAK~X096 ' vuC:oc,lAll - 115 H(I)= S,KT(H(l)) vAA~XOQ7 C ooc:001~10 DJ 120 .i=l,K vAA~XQS8 C uoc1001u15 - - .. f L.•~•c..J•1 >•I VA ,rn XO 9 9 C OoC:oo!FIO .• 
- 1~0 ACLl•ACL.l/HCI) V~~MXlUO ~ ooc:002112 C Gn To lJl: VAH~OOl UiJClOiJ2•1J 
vAn/.'XlQ2 C u0C:oc2A:u (. l CALCuLATl VARIANCE FOR FACTOR ~ATRix VAHl<XlOJ C uoc:vo2A1J VAH~Xl04 C ooc1002A10 130 NV=1,V+l VA,,~Xl05 C 00C1uc2AIO 
TV! t=pcNV•l) VANMXl06 C uuC:uu2t1:~ 
~ 132 TV 1,v •O ,O vAnMX107 C OJC:002~11 Du 1~0 ~•1,K ···-. YA11~~10~ C OQCI002 ll 
AA•0,0 vAH~Xl09 C 00C1003010 
&i>•u•? ... - . VAH~XllO § uuc1003014 '(~ LB•'-'• J•ll VAHl'-Xlll uoc1uvi1:~ 
DO 140 1•1,1-1 VARi'Xl 12 C ooc100JJll 
L•Lb·d VAHi'XllJ C UQCIOvJ410 cc•,HL).A(L) VAHi'Xll4 C OQCIOQJ~IJ , €f AA:A~+CC VAfll"XllS E OQCIGC3dl! 140 Ba=u~•C~•CC VAH~Xll6 00C:cc3AI ..j 
l~O JVChvl•JV(~V) • (FN•BB•AA•A~)/FFN VAaMX)l7 C 00C1uc3f.lU 
c fCNv·51> 1eo, 430, 430 VARMX118 C uuc:004•14 C!· VAHMXl19 C occ1oc46:J -··· C PERF~RM CONVERGENCE TEST VAiH'Xl?.0 C ooc:oc461J 
C 'tAKMxl,l C OCCl(JQilolJ 
- 160 If(CTVC~v)•TVLTl~(1,E•7)l 170, 170, 190 VAl1MX122 C ooc1uc,e13 
fl.. :'. -- 170 NC•NC+l . V A,l M X 12 J C ouc1uo,1A14 C lfCNC•J) 190, 190, 430 VAflJ,'Xl24 C uoC:oosCtO 
VAk"'Xl25 C ooc:00~013 
C ROTATIO~ OF" T~o. FACTORS CUNTINUE5 UP TO VARi'Xl26 C ooc1ou.iu1J ~:. ,, -~ -- ~ THE ~TATlMENT 1201 VAl1i'Xl27 C uuCll,U4D13 vAR~)l28 C OQCl(IG4UlJ 
1~0 DO 420 ~•l,L.L - - - . - - .. - - ---------------- YAR~Xl29 C uor., oo,,u 13 
L1=~1.CJ•U •AR~Xl)O C UU~I004fl(I t: V - l •..1 + 1 - . - - . - vARI-IX131 C 00C100-;u:::, C vA1l~Xl 32 C uociuo'i~ll 
C CALC~LATE NUH AND OEN vAR~XU3 C uoc,oos~11 
C VAt<~;d )II C uut1005i:1 fl; .,, OJ 420 Kl•p,K ,ARMXll::i C UQCIU05ill ,. -- L.2"M•CK1•l VAt<MXIH C ooc1oos.i1u 
AA•<,,0 - - - - - - . ·- - - . - --·-- -. vARMX137 C uuc1oosq1~ 
c13=u,o VA~MXlJ8 C uoc1cos~1J e ,. "'-·-·· -- cc•u,o VAilt,Xl 39 C ooc I uo~o 11 o 'J•v, o VAHM040 C OOCI0050l~ 
lJQ 2J0 l•l,M vAHMt!41 ' uoC1u0'.ir1.i t32Ll•f - ·- .. . -· - ' -· ···-··· VAHl-lA l'•j 8 88E!gg~~13 -~ ti/--·- - . 4•Ll+ •A~MX 4 
f=CA()fl+A(L4))•CAC~3)•AC~4ll VAt1M~l44 C uoc1cosc1u •ACL ,A(Lq) VAHM~l45 C UOC 11)0~ .l I 0 •T+I . ·- __ - . YA11"Xl40 C uuc1~..,6~''• 
'id .., cc=cc+c"+Tl•Cu•Tl ·---- --·-· ---· VARt✓.sl47 C voe I CC6f 1 _j D'.J' L.,i,+2, U•U•T I, A /l's X l 118 C ooc:oo~A12 
AA=AA+U ··-- .. - •Al-li'Xl49 C UQCIQO~Clq , 
- 230 83:uts•T VARMX150 C uoc10~6lto 
'~ .,, -··· T•DU•t•~•AA•BH/FN YAl{MX 151 C uoc1uo111.i cJaCC• A~•AA•c!cJebbl/FN VAf<WX152 C ooc1007q12 
C VA,H<XI 5 3 C OQCIOQ7712 
C CuMPAklSUN OF NIJ'-1 AND DEN vAHMX154 C ooc1ocn1, ., C VA~'-'Xl55 C ucc:con12 ~ -- If<T•Bl 260, 240, 320 VA,l~:x I 56 C uor.ivun:i _,_ 
-- 240 lF((T•cJJ•E~5) 420• 250, 250 YAR~Xl"i7 C ooc:00H111 -·- --
---· C VARMX158 C uoc10010:o -·. - - - ---·-- --- -- -- ; 0\ "' C ~UM• UEN IS GREATER THAN OR ijQUAL TO THi,; V All M X 15 q C ooc1cc1J1u ";j --- f TULERA~CE FACTDH , uoc:co1,;10 -- ..... VAHi'Xl60 ~ --- VAHi'Xl6l C OQCIOQ/UIU 
- 2!>0 C0S4T•CCt<S VA 11 • X 162 C OOC!~Q?UlU 
':! ,J ~IN4T•C~r.S YAtl~Xl63 C uoc,oo•u1::, D TD J v V~R~Al14 C ooc:ocn:q 
C VAHl1 Xl~S C 00C1oon11 C t<UM IS LESS THAN DEN VAHi'Xl66 C uor.:001r:1 .... C •~~"Xl~7 C 00Cl0Q7Fll ~ 2t0 TAN4T• >~SCTl/ AoS(B) VAH"'Xliie C oor..1uo1F11 
lFCT,~4T•fP~) ]\JO, 290, 2~0 VAH~Xl~9 C uoc,coH11 
!} 290 JS4Tzl,U/ S0RT(l,O•TAN4T•TAN4Tl VAR'1Xl70 C oot100~211 C . I SI~4T~T>r.4T•C0S4T VAK>Xl71 C oac100~414 i:.1 Tu 3,u 















GO TO 4C0 
HUM IS GREATER THAN OE~ 
CT1<4T'" JbSCT/8) 









OETEkMINE CDS THETA AND SIN THETA 
350 C~S2T• S~HTCCl,O+CDS4Tl/2,0) 
Slh21=SJN4T/(2,0•CuS2T) 
355 cisf" s,NJCC1,o+cosfJ>121al 
C 5" •Slh~ /(2,0•CUS -














1,,~) 370, 370, 360 




S!hP• A~StCUNS • ClJST•CQNS•SlNT). 
lr(Tl 3,U, 390, 400 
Slhf••S1~P --
PERFCNH ROTATION 







uJ 1U lJO 
OEh~R~ALIZE VARIMAX LOAbINGS 
~ 430 DO 440 1"1,M 
- DQ coo ••l•K 
L•~•(J•)l+! 
440 A{Ll•ACLl • H(l) 
.,._ C . 
----· C Cr!E~I\ Oh COMHUNALITIES --
' 
:.:, 




,~. --- -~- ---
'""i ~ 
ric•r.v-1 
DO ,.50 I"l,M 
H( Il•HC J)•H(I) 
QC) .. ro l•l,M 
F(I; • O,Q 
oa AtO ~•l,I\ 
L•"•CJ•ll•I 
FCil~F(I)+ACLl•ACL> 
DCll • HCI)•f'Cl> 
Re:fuf<N 
E:>10 
VAKMAlfj ~ UU~l~O~~lJ 
•AHMX174 c ooc1oce1:4 
VAH~Xl75 C uoc100;~1j 
•AH~X17o C uor.1oo~YIG 
•AnMX177 C vOCICC191~ 
VAH~Al78 ,c uoc100~91~ 
VAHMX179 C OQCICOP,915 
VAH~Xl~O C ooC:oc~YI~ 
VAH~Xl~l C uoc100~~13 
VAH~Ald2 C uoc:oo~CIJ 
VAH~Xl~) C UULICCJF10 
VAk~A18~ C OOCIOC901~ 
vAH~~l85 C UOLI009015 
•ARMX1~6 C OOCIOO~llJ 
VA~~Xld7 C aoc:oo9lLl 
vAR~Xl~8 C ooc:uor,GI) 
VARMX1~9 C ooc:009211 
VARMX190 C OOCI009211 
vAHMX191 C ooc1009413 
VAR~xl92 c oac1uo~612 
VAH~Xl93 C uot1009~14 
VARHXl94 C OQCIOOQA!J 
VAH~Xl95 C ouC1009AIJ 
VAHMXl96 C UU~ICuqAIJ 
•AR~X197 C ooc1uoGAlj 
VAHMX198 C uo~:00~~14 
•AHMx199 c ooc1oo~c,3 
VAR~X200 C vGCICv~u:2 
VAHMX201 C ouc:00~~,~ 
VARM>2U2 C UUCIOQAU11 
VAHMX203 C UOCIUOA21~ 
VAH~A204 C OQC:ucAalQ 
vAR~X205 C uoC1uoA51U 
VAH~X206 C uoC1ocA~:o 
vAR~x201 c uoc1oop510 
•AH~x209 c oot1co~s10 
sAR~x209 c uoc1coA610 
VAR~x210 c uuc1co,?1J 
VAR~X211 C uoC:ocA9!U 
vAH~X212 C uoC:tcAU14 
VA~MX21J C ooC:ooP214 
VARMX21~ C uoc:oc5710 
VARMX215 C OQC1vor.~1G 
vAH~x21e c ooc,ooe~:s 
VAH~X217 C UQClvCFdl5 
vAR~x21e c ooc:oce~,s 
VAnMX2l9 C OQCIOG8til5 
vAR~x220 c ooc,oo~u:o 
VAH"X221 C uoc,cugEIU 
VAHMX222 C uoc100cu:2 
VAMHX223 c uoc1occdrJ 
vAR~x224 c uoc1occ~13 
VAR~X225 C OOCIU~Cdl3 
VAH~x22~ c oct:coc~13 
vAH~x227 c uoc:u~c~,~ 
VARMX2?.d C vuC1uucu10 
v•R~a229 c uoc1uucf1q 
•AHMX~30 C uoc:00~110 
VAR~X231 C ooc:co • JIO 
VA~~X232 C UUCIOOD410 
VAH~X233 c uoc1ocoo1~ 
vAR~X234 c ooc1coct:o 
VARMX235 C ooc:ooE511 
VARMX236 C ooc:ooE~14 























FACTOk ANALYSJS,,,,,RUN 3 
NIJ, OF C.ASES 123 
NIJ, OF 'fARl~~LES ,:0 
4,7 7,c r,o 5,7 6,3 4,0 7,0 
6,0 6 o3 6 I 0 6,5 
222,~ 6,5 6,7 015 4,0 4,7 6d 319 2,0 
::, ,3 4,j 5,0 6. (J 2 ,3 3,3 5,0 6b1J 5 ,3 5,7 J,tl 5,v 5,5 5.() J,5 3,U 
6•0 6,C 4,0 4•5 
1,,7 6,C (). j 4,7 6,7 5,3 7,0 196, ::> 6 ,o 6,5 o,:i 4,0 518 7,0 414 4 IV 
0,0 5t3 4 o3 5,S 
7,0 6 • 3 6,3 :, • 7 613 4,7 6,3 ,,s 6 • 0 4,7 6,0 
234,b 6,3 6,2 :,,b 4•0 6,2 7,o 4 o3 .l,U 
od 2,7 6,3 ,, ,u 6,0 s,o 6•"3 183,b 6,3 6,£ , ,::i 5,4 S,O 5 o3 315 4,0 
6,0 6,C 6,0 6,U 
11,7. 4,C 4,0 5,0 317 4•7 11,0 77 ,',!. 5,3 S,8 410 0·,u 5,5 6 ., 3ol 3,S 
6,0 O • 3 617 6d 
!>. 0 4,C ... 7 5,0 4,3 3,7 4,7 
5,5 6 • C :,, 7 6,0 
9tl, 0 5,5 5,2 J,S s .. : 4,7 5,5 j o3 ;; .s 
o,0 z..3 0 '3 5,7 613 217 6,0 19\11 0 6 o3 515 ::, ,O 514 5,7 4,2 ~.7 5,U 
5,5 5,7 :, ,3 5,S 
!>•O 4,7 ':,. 7 6 o.l 617 3•3 6,7 215,.; 5,b 6,7 ':,, I:) 6 ... 5,5 7,0 j. 9 6,U 
6 • 5 6,J Sd 7,0 
407 6,c ~:G t3 5'3 1,0 617 9016 4 ,3 4,5 ~-3 2. 0 6,5 5 ,:, j. 6 5,0 ::, • 0 6,C 
2,0 3 • 3 0. 7 4,0 J,7 5 o3 413 Sb,:> 5,5 7,0 ::, ., 4,4 6,5 j ,5 j ol 7,0 
o,5 6,C 6,0 6,3 
J,7 4, 7 5, 3 4,0 6 i r; 5,0 5,0 10912 6,0 5,7 ::, • 0 4,o 5,2 4,0 J,6 !:, • :, 
7,0 5•7 6o3 6,3 
1,7 3d 'i!. 7 417 4, l 3,3 5,3 51 I j 4,8 4,7 4d 3,c 4. 7- 4,0 3,o 3,5 
",5 4, 3 j I 7 4,5 
3 • .3 4, C 6, 7 6 o3 s,, 3,7 0,3 
::,,0 ~ • l 5•3 s ';, 
t 6 7 o1 5,0 6,S ::,,8 3,c 6 • 0 s,o 3,4 4,V 
7,o 5 • 3 6, U e,u 4 I 7 2,7 5,0 170,b 5,5 s.:, :,d 4,4 6,3 7,0 J,7 2 ,\J 
4•5 6,C 4 o3 5,0 
7,0 4, 7 7. CJ 7. 'j o,J 3,0 7,0 
6,0 6 o3 6,7 Cd 
275,~ 6,3 6,3 o,O 5,o 5,2 s,s J,3 61U 
... 7 2,7 6,7 5 o3 5,0 3d 6•3 
6,0 b,C 4,3 s.~ 
124,~ 610 5 ,!:> :, I J 5,o 6,0 5 o3 j. 3 J,U 
6•3 5,3 6o3 5,7 61J 2,3 6,3 214,9 4,5 5,7 j. 8 3." 5,2 6,2 4,l 2,0 o,O ~.3 6 • 0 3,8 ----- --- 3d 6 • C 7,o 4 .. ., s,7 4,0 5,7 13314 518 5,5 :,,3 5,v 5 oil q,u <!,8 4,5 
6,0 5,7 ". 0 ~.o 
----- -- -· o, 7 5 • 7 7,0 5, 7 6 ,7 6,3 0,3 242•0 5,3 4d ~ ,3 3,4 5,5 6,J J,7 l • \J :i. ') 6 • C o,o 6, 0 
o,7 7. [, 0,7 4.J 4 I J 3,3 7,0 127,U 515 5,U 0,0 "I~ 6,5 i, ,5 4,4 4,0 J•5 4 o7 } o3 2,0 
- 4 .J 3 • 7 ,o 4,3 5,7 413 4,0 l 2~ • :i c,o 5 ,ti :, ,0 5,, 610 6,7 J,6 2,5 ------ 4;5 4,7 b,0 3,5 
4,7 2.3 4,7 5,0 4 au 3.3 7,o 77,7 c,,5 6 ,':, 6,0 
6 '" 
s,o 5,7 ,!,8 3,5 c,o s,, ::, • 3 :, • 3 
2,7 3 • C 7, 0 Sd 610 4,7 ·6, 7 135,0 4,5 5. c., :,,0 
5 '" 
513 4,7 :. •8 3. ':, b,5 ~-7 b • 0 6,0 
3o3 5•G 5,0 4,0 3,') 2,0 5,0 53,J 0,0 0,0 u-.o 0,u o,o 5,0 J,6 5,0 
o,O 0,c ~-o 5,3 J,7 3, 7 • 0 5, 0 3,7 4,0 710 75,~ 0,0 o,v u,o 0,U 0,0 6,0 :. • 5 5, Cl 
6 • r) 6,7 6'3 6d ------- --· 5,7 3,7 6 o3 5,7 5•7 )13 5,3 167 o1 618 6,7 4,0 4,o 6,7 4,0 J,4 ',!. ,5 
4,5 6,c 0,0 5,0 
5o3 ~ o3 c,,O 4,3 417 6,3 6,7 91,9 6,8 4,5 ::,,3 5,b 6,7 7,u 3,9 6,U o•S •C 7,0 5,a 
-----··-· 4,7 ~.7 6•0 5 d 517 4 i3 5,0 154d 5 t3 6,5 :) ,S 5. (l 415 4,7 2,8 6,0 
-----·-- o,5 6 • 7 7,0 6,5 
4•0 3,c 4,Q 4,0 3d 313 6,7 41:l I b s,o 4, 8 J,5 s.~ 5,3 S •G j o) 6,U 6,0 6. (; 5,3 5 .a 
:, • 3 So3 :, • 3 :) • 7 7,J 6,7 0,0 211,, 6,8 6,5 o,8 6,4 4,7 !:i ,d ,,8 J,C 
~:1 6,0 c,3 6,o 4 • L ... 7 s,u 61U :.,,3 6,7 153,',!. 613 5,8 0,u 5. C: :i. 7 J,d . j ,o O,U o,0 5,7 t'.1 .o 6,0 
~-3 s,o ~.3 5,o 417 4,0 ':,. 7 
5•0 6. <.. ':Jd 4,5 
11 3, Y 4•3 5,7 4,Q 3,o 4,7 S,7 J,9 ~.5 
;; • 3 4 I 3 ". i) 5,o 3 I 7 3,0 5,3 65 ,Cl 4,5 3,2 'I, 0 4,o 3,0 2,ll J,O 4,0 4. ') 6,C 5,3 6 o3 
·o,O 5. (I 6,7 6 ,3 413 7,0 7,0 161•4 6,0 7,0 ::,d 6 • v 5,2 5,5 J,0 7,U c,5 6,7 7,0 6, 0 O'\ J,7 5 • 7 6d 6,Q 5,Q 217 6,7 156,5 6,5 6 o3 o,O 5,o o, 1 4,5 J,3 o,u ...,. vJ 6,0 6,C 6,0 4 .J 
., • 7 3 oJ ,,u 6,0 610 3 ,3 b o3 167,Y 5 ,3 s,r :, 10 4,o 5,7 5 ,:, J,8 4,U 
o,O s,c 5,0 5 oJ 
:, • 7 6,) 7,0 6,3 Sl'J 4 ,o 5,3 200,::s 5,3 5.3 'Id 4,o 4,8 6,7 G•8 ':,. u .., 
o,S 5, 7 5,3 6,v 
6•3 6,7 7,u :>d 5 I j 5,0 c,7 
040 6,Q 6,0 5 d 
ld9,J 6 o3 6.~ 0,u 6,t ,.~ 3,4 2,2 4,U 
4. 3 l • 7 0. 7 ':J. 7 6,7 5.3 7,0 15~,u 6 o3 6,0 4,j 4,o ~.s 7,u ),3 :; • I., :, • s 5,J 5,7 0·.J 
































































































































6 • .3 
6, 0 






6 • C 






































































o • 7 
6•0 
7,0 

















































































































































































































































5 • 0 21 !:,, Y 
6 I 7 81! • i:j 
6,7 226d 
617 152d 












7 ,0 17Sd 

































































































:, • 0 
0,0 















































































































































































































































































































































". 5 4,7 
















3 • 7 
3 • 3 




















6 • 0 




























6 • C 






4 • U 
5,J 























































































































5 • 7 
4,3 




















































































!) I 7'17 32 
1137907 
1,00012 
























































6 • 7 90,::, 
7,0 17214 














































































































6 • .:: 





















































































































































































































































v ,4;, rn 
1•5.73333 
4,; Jt :,~ 
o2,tl3'i2 












' Ru" l -
l•OOOuo 0,30153· 0 o3d~32 0,25889 0<18080 Cd230J 0,31216 0,51332 0 •~665~ C:,l'IC52 . ..., 0,22033 0,094~3 0,2Jl!>6 0,31992 0,29401 "Col7279 •0,04068 •0,00435 •Q,l06J7 o.~Jf:,2 
~ 
Rolj 2 
o.crs~i Q.30153 1,00000· Ot09460 0,20215 0,28~46 C ol4883· •0,02072 0,51452 o,Cd693 
0,2011.: 0,06756 •0,0'14!>~ •0,01553 Ool2544 C,024~9 0,03202 Ool5234 •o,C0422 c.~7~i5 
Rt,w 3 
Od88n 0,09460 1,00000 0,206:;2 0 '30425 Cd9071 0143487 0,47440 u 1277•6 1.1,is~v'I 
o,24YlY 0.1147~ OdJ9o9 O,lScSl 0,21600 •c,oi;e42 C/,093i4 o.102s7 o,CJ2l4 O,C'li717 ..; 
~ --- RUH 4 
o,2seeY· 0,20215 · 8:t~*~~ l ,00000 0,41071 o,2ef96 Ool~448 o,132eu Od19U7 Cl,3l5l7 Od49lo 0,262b2 ... O, l\1080 0'10888 C,07 96 ·0,025~6 0,2507_9 o.~4447 C,l\ilJ5 :~ 
Row 
o:1aut,t1 0,79526 Od9ld5 C, H 1.12 0,2dR46 · 0, 3(14,:5 0,41071 1,00000 a ,41eao 0123128 
u • 5 U 70 -- .. 0,27330 0,2.:575 0'10699 0,21110 0,14441 o, 10931; 0,13233 o,~1017 U ,li~Ci:4 
-- RuW 6 . _;. 
-- o,l23tJJ· o, 14883 o, 19077 0,28596 0141880 1,00000 0.14992 0,39116 o,2SOS3 0,22:19 ,.., -~--- 0.38374 0,31650 0,20402 0,06331 0,045Y5 C,11801 0,20479 0,20lY'l 0,37345 Ci,J3~Jl 
}. 
'"'·· -·- ROM 7 
Qdl"lo ·0,02072 · Oo4J4d7 Oolb44d 0,23128 C al49Y2 l ,00000 o,2q292 u,2JSol Oo!H58 ,-- 0,2S4lb .. 0 ,07927 Ool'12bl 0'15491 0,11286 C,08668 •C,002d4 0,1411~ •U,C0d.:9 c.~~c.:s ,. - RCJil s o,sun o,s14s2 0,47440 0,732d0 0,79526 C.39116 0,29292 1,00000 U•416J7 O,.!Yl:33 




o,266~.,, 0,06693 0,27746· 0131907 Od9lb5 C,25053 0,23561 0,H~H 1,C~CluO 0,7Y~c4 
o,:>623i:, 0,715:ib 0,513JO 0,06570 0,07231 C,17406 0,15073 o,2.eo6 o.in6L y ,ilHa 
Rc;w 10 -
o.1?052 0,07Q5l o,§5909 0'31517 0'39122 C,22319 Oolf65b 0,39~33 Q,79004 1,coccc 
-,- o,:iaun 0,601!6Cl---· O, ;;2l!l 0,13125 0,09450 C,l.:7b7 0,0 966 0'14010 OdB9v0 Ci,llC~6 
----
F<Ci" l l 
0,22033 0,20112 o,24919 0'34916 0,51370 C,38374 o,2,41e 0,49477 0,56230 c;,,ocn 1,ooouu 0,440ld 0,62656 0.07256 0,22290 C,06274 •O,Oij)02 Oo1220J u,.:0•~2 (i,19t~7 
_, --·-. ROIi 12 
0,07927 0 ,,6817 0,0CtcO o,o~•o3 Ot067:;6 0'11479 0,28282 0 ,27330 0,31650 0'115~~ 
0,44018 1.00000 .. 0dl04!l •0,02754 •0,15795 C,28764 0,28461 0,36407 0,403•7 (),3l~c;6 
~- -- Row l) " 0,2315., •0,04452 Oo!J9o9 0'14920 0,22575 C,20402 0'14261 ·01211)01 0•51330 (),~d•l8 
0,626:io 0.31046 1,00000 Ool8223 Ool96b5 "C,O::S586 •0,04122 •U,0559·) •O,C~e~3 0,.:1~11 
.•_, ---- - Rujj 14 
0'1S491 0,22~76 0, 131:0,5 Q,3199,c •0,0155:, 0'1!>651 0119080 0,10699 0,06331 v,C6570 
0,072~6 •0,0,:7!:,A O,lo2~3 1,00000 0,31326 •c,21so4 ·0,0341!1 Cl,ll70J •v,i;1~J2 (~.c.i.1~1 
:.t --- . RCJW 15 .,... 
o,29401 I) ol 2'144 o,piSoo Q,1(J888 0,21110 G,045'1~ O,ll2d6 0,25901 0,07231 0,09•~0 
o,,c22<;o ·0,1579!1 0, 'l~dS o, 31326 l,OOOoO •C,17573 •0,07,;15 •0,087J4 •0.~3•uO ·o.~J-<19 -~ \ ... 
ROW 16 
010o1Jd •o.17279 0,02429 •0,04842 0,07796 0,14441 ColldOl 0,08668 Ool7•Ud G.lc7e7 
0.0027• 0,28704 •O,OJ5dc, ·0,21504 -0,17573 1,00000 0,250d8 0,35222 U ,J;ObJ ~.z~=~4 - ------ Run 17 
•o,040~b 0,03202 0,0~324 •0,02556 0'10934 0,20479 •0,002d4 o,or52•J 0,15073 o,o7~~e 
----·-- •O,U43o2 0,28Aol •0,04122 •0,03415 •0,07415 C,2508~ 1 I 00000 0.JHOd O.J3di7 C,2q~e4 _,,_ 
Rl)W ld ,-
-o,0043~ 0'15234 o, l•J257 0125079 0113233 C ,201\19 Q,14814 0,21007 U,.:4dU6 i:.1~010 
<;·,122u3 0'36407 •0,055'19 Ooll 763 ·0,08734 C,3~222 O.Jl80e 1,ooouu o,~42o5 ~ .... 1~6 
-• -- . RC,M 1 'I ~ 
0 '37345 O'I ·o,1~6~7 •!),00422 O•OJ2l4 0,24447 0,27017 •0,00d29 0,21566 Od'llol <,,lb~vO O'I o,20-s2 0,4b347 •O,O<Jd43 ·0,01432 ·0,23400 C,3:>063 o,33827 o.s.2os 1,cuoi;o 0,541-a~ ~- -- RC:,W 20 ·,.. 
0,03~~2 ().07515 o,o~7l7 Ool\1135 0,26684 C '33231 0,20005 0,25603 u,,1na O.llC'16 
O.l9d•7 0'31566 O,Qt471 0,04157 •0,23219 C,25504 0,24364 0., 4 41 ~ 0 0,54142 l, ;1,~ .JC -EIGt.~VALuES 
5,<188~2 2,79;105 l ,'37177 1,30242 1,06950 l ,·009!17 




,.. ____ VECTC:l 1 
0,1~553 0 d4?0U Oo3218J ll,3v.ll3 · o,17841 0•13323 0,25916 0'30120 C,23375 0 t16 3 79 
Q,311!:3 0,2d1!l7 0,212ql 0,09477 0,07629 C,09942 0,09616 0,17 OJ llol~UJ9 c,:e7v7 
,'"'). VECTOi't 2 
...... --- •O ,30dl 1 •Q,Ob899 •0,1d116 •o,05e1I •0,05675 0,09166 •0,11640 •O, 1S~d9 U,COb,:9 •C,C3794 
•G.103"2 0,229'17 •0.17108 •0,2186 •0,35944 Cd.:l8J3 0,28000 0dl2dJ (;,39\lo'I :,: • 0:41C~<4 
"t", - - VECTOR 3 
•0,2922d 0 d.l237 -0,11212 •0,30218 •0'15355 ·0.18875 -o .14914 "C,10488 ·0'12919 0,JoloO 
0,223!>1 0,26684 0,4J493 •0,12579 •0,07454 "C,OU402 •0,09q39 •0,19901 •Uol~2J7 •0,ld:>16 
~ _____ V£CJOR 'I 
-0.21~8~ O,H353 ·0,46554 0,33107 •0,17460 •0,25320 "C,07916 0,46921 O,CSC~O ·o,.:ieso 
•Q, l4UJ2 -0.00070 0,0!>402 0,30265 0·04318 ·c,o.luv7 0,18581 0,20SJJ U,CHJl 0, l :,e ~7 
rr .. VECIO~ 5 •Q,03U90 •0,00236 -0,36738 Ool3669 •0,073\18 0,10830 ·0,46191 •0,041Si -o.c~s-s u.,ie~7 
•Q,ul7.:0 0,0~69:> o.i~oua 0,60659 0,21452 -~.29131 0,0~271 Ool8ld5 0,222~4 o,,44e6 
f; -- - V£cig:21La 0,39~86 0,16217 ·0,14734 ·0,20814 "C,3$045 -0,215~3 0,00086 0,217"9 0,l•C~9 
•Q,21774 o,201au •O, u9U9 0,00686 0'13732 0'10258 0,43977 0,209od •0,152~tl •C,,uCi:9 ----
§) =-_--FACTOR ~ATklX ( 6 FACTORS) 
·--· VARIAiLE 1 
tj 0,41797 •0,514d3 ·0,23548 0'18663 -0,03196 C,27669 
VAf!!A~LE ~ 
0.31213 •0,141!70 -0,41342 ·0,53243 •0,06449 C,40076 
0 •·-- -V.i.RH.tlLE 3 ,.-0,46512 ·0.30271 •0,22376 0.37763 •0,37993 0,06247 
') - VARIABLE 4 o,oJ7lY •0,09111 •0,25823 •0,19925 0,14136 "C,14804 
VARUdLE 5 
, ----· o,7o5c.4 -0,091!17 •0,2U4U4 •0,28896 •0,07651 ~0,20913 
.i...: 
VARUi;LE 6 
0.5471,i 0,15316 •0'1'1349 •0,09034 0,112Ul "C.3~213 
8-- VAillAdLE 7 





O, 8 f) 3 5 6 •0,26216 •O,H987 •0,24742 •0,042<,4 C,000b6 
VARl~dLE \I -· l ------ 0,7539{ 0,013tl5 0,45473 0,05797 •0,08837 0,21853 
'..; -...: 
,.;;; ----• VARIA~LE lu 
0,11016 ·0,063lf0 0,52208 -0,02111 0,01683 C '14719 
~~J -- VARlAdLE ll 
-·· 0,730~4 •0,17281 0,30576 
~ 
•0,16014 •0,01778 •C,21878 
V,i,RlA~LE 12 
=- -· 
o,o~u~o 0 '38 343 0, 365U7 •0,00079 0,02787 C,20276 ~ 
V,t,R!Ac!LE 13 
0,4'1702 •0,286b7 O,S\1503 0,06234 0,12'118 "0,10961 
VARIAf>LE llf '-• 
0,22203 ·o,36528 -o, 1721(1 0,43669 0,62731 c,o0690 
--: ____ VARlAoLE 15 
•o,1u196 0 ,_04928 Col3797 
,_;.. O'I Q,17673 •0,60001 0,22lb5 -.J 
-, 
V,t,RIA8LE 16 
0,232~1 0,56532 •0,00632 ·0,04344 -0,30126 C '10307 
VARl~~LE 17 




O,lfl614 0,52272 •0,27309 0,23433 0'18~07 ·c .21ooij 
. I .... VARIABLE l~ 
0,0677? 
i.., 
O, 4 t\6 U 3 •O •.tij006 0, 0 4 l 4 4 0,23014 "C.)~371'
1 
VARU~LE 20 
o,43a,s 0,49801 •0,253J2 0'17913 0,04639 •C,26153 







5 0 14')::,~45 
6 C,,455:,(J? ,...~---· 7 u • 4S:::>,27 
8 Q,455532 ( 
9 014555.l} I 
10 0,455:,:14 
ll 0,4SS5J4 
12 u •45:>S34 
13 0•455534 
14 0,45:,534 
ROTATED •ACTOR MATRIX C 6 ,ACTORS) 
VARIABLE l 
o,021c.,5 -0.01103 0,16864 0,46657 0,44241 C,40642 
VARIABLE 2 
0,160',5 0 ,0!>661:l •0,02305 ·0,03498 •0,01318 C,03963 
VARV.eLE 3 
0.10056 0,06001 0,14553 0,75461- 0'12662 Ctl6937 
..._ ---- VARlAdLE 4 
o ,:,99<,u 0,0~0d4 0,17907 0108933 0'17257 0,30025 
----
VARH~LE S 
O,ot,773 ·0,00286 0,27381 0 tl9463 •O ,02U5 C,350~4 
VARUdLE 6 
0,o'.,5bc, 0,16265 Od69o3 0,055S2 0,006<!9 •c,ousoo 
VARl~•JLE 7 
0,17747 0,02136 0,07066 0,84924 0,00771 •c .141<;3 
VARU'lLE b 
Q,625"7 0,0641Y 0,23391 0,32040 0,17448 Cd9519 
VARlA3t.E 9 
0,84750 o, 1024<;, 0,22588 0.19663 •0,02176 C,12431 
VAR!A9LE lu 
0.13320 0,10538 o,87023 0,07696 0104273 C,09526 
VARlAcLE 11 
O••~J~3 •Otl194U 0,~{670 0'13079 0,02439 c,00597 
VARU8LE 12 
o.io•JJ 0,411094 016d706 -0,021139 •0,158112 0,04327 
VARlA~LE 13 
Q.l 30uo ·0.19310 0,77064 0,05172 0,20900 •C,14437 
...... -·--
V/.RIA~LE 14 
o.l233o 0'13002 O,OJ4a 0,08323 IJ,36330 ·0.10542 
VAR!Ai:LE 15 
o,002!>4 •0,23263 Oolll93 0'14736 O,S5713 C,27385 
V,4RIA3L£ 16 
o,U89l~ IJ,44'586 0 o104 61 O,Ot53l •IJ,50364 C,03919 
.... _ VARUijL£ 17 __, 
·0,12303 0,70335 Q,,)'52d8 0,03402 •0,04422 C.11634 
O'\ 
. VARlAcLE lo CXl 
'-.-,-- 0 • ~ l OJ f _0,77t,63 O,OJ297 0,05378 0,04~96 C,04330 
YARlAdLE 19 
,o.5Jl~~ 0.6501:13 0,1)~807 ·0'13909 •0,13121 ·c.1s1oa 
VAR1;.5LE 20 
o,Sllo9 0,51909 -o ,o,;874 0,14008 •0'11307 •C,17879 
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o,sso9e o,oua&q 1116695 0,28020 0,38911 0,32747 Ot32',S7 27,23550 
0 • :,54 bl 0-30763 01368Q!\ 0,18538 U,1875~ 0,21068 C,Cb48~ •o,c2n2 
Oolb54e Ool090Q 0105291 0,12939 
RO\ot a 
0,19531 0 ol 2196 0;28020 1,00Q5l 0,3537, 0,35557 0,07,el 3,~.eelHl 
0•30925 o,2~4Z9 _ 0'30938 0,37465 0,19220 0113731 ll,ol,52 O,l~C72 
0,(,5425 Oolb898 
··-·- 0~2_o469 0,23415 
ROkoi 5 ·-. 
o,~01,s2 0,40267 0138911 0,35375 1.J310i! 0169008 0,,0978 Q6,44CH 
0, "U l O l 0,40187 0165;52 0.37409 0,2601::. 0,23639 o,cc~cJ O,H3c7 
0,21462 0,08406 --- 0142617 0,27442 
ROW 6 -··. ----0'15325 o,21ns 0132747 0,35557 g,69061;! l187f9 v,10790 28,82701 
0•3d0C o,2,448 o,S4v67 -~----- 0,40280 ;,:!8l 3Y 0'17 42 u102~95 0,2Jla .. 0,:,3972 0 ,146.!) 0,61349" 0,40807 
ROW 7 
Oduo51 0,00080 ---- 0,32957 -·-····- 0,07281 0,2097~ 0'16790 0•59•43 l0,C6Q07 
Oolb9lC ------- O, 10289 ----- 0,21,;79 --- 0,01793 O, 10920 o,1._11ij o,o.iOl 0 ,C.l9!:!8 
O,Ucl66 0107701 ____ •010l.l44 -----·-· 0,16828 
ROW 8 
30.~0693 ll2o1084o - J27 ,23550 30,88371 46144091 28,82701 10,0C.~07 3606,7H23 
23,tb71b .<!l ,9U602 ___ 2 8, 8 7 <; 3 l 16,996~2 lJ,6615c, 11,6:,891 0,0.i:031 c,36C70 
l4•<>oe5, b,l.lb052 _ ~16,61417 . . - 12,79435 
- Row 9 ...; Oo3•b8t 0-13-06 .. --- 0,35461 --·--- 0,30925 0140101 o,3;.100 0,18910 23,8cl716 O•vJb25 Od7557 o,~4724 0,66313 0,5232~ 0,07~97 C,0~750 0,213•7 
'l,122a6 Ool4840 0119063 0,17501 
. -
RU~ 10 - -- - ---0•17'151: 0,06506 0,30783 0,25429 0,40187 0,25448 o.io<e9 21,9oec, 
0,07857 b,~7035 ·-·- 0,54642 -----·-· 0,55947 0,5693;; 0,10745 o,osse3 a ,2130., 
0,07009 Q,iJ7~03 0124~71 ·- --- 0,07923 
P.O\ot 11 
---- " 
0,30362 0'35960 ·-- o, 36848 · ·-······· 0,30938 0,6555~ 0,54967 IJ,21379 28,8H31 
O,Sv72• 0,54642 ---- 1, 32•2~ 0,591~9 0,7267b 0,11469 u,ic,,1,9 c, ,111~1 -- -- . (., -' O,u365e 0,10573 -- 0130864 0,20950 
RCill l2 
0,4u2eO 0,11947 0,12097 0118536 0,37465 0,3740~ U,01793 16,9>652 --~ ✓ -· 0,60313 0,559•7 0,59169 --~---- 1,05437 0138790 o,CJo4l •O,O.l4e2 0,40•37 
0,16009 0,2U7~9 o,59487 0,31513 -- - - . ----
RO'ft n --· ---- ;... O•.!o90~ -0,04314 o,18759 0,192£8 0,2601~ Oo2dl39 0,10~~6 13,60156 
0•!>.!32S 0,56933 ... - u,72o7b 0,38796 1,08967 .o,,5790 0,09011 0,~Ut43 o,uo~~l •O,'JlJ2q O,OQ77.8 0,02377 
ROW 14 --- . (.. o,~o'-Y8 0,74769 0,21068 Ot!J731 0,2363~ i,17742 Ool9l,8 ll ,61eH 0,07997 0, J745 -· 0,11469 0,036'11 0,.15790 '34U30 0,120 0 •o,:; 176 
•,:i,,,001:1 0.107;,v 0,06543 0,03353 
Row 1s 
0,02995 O•l~lbl 0 • 07156 1),08484 0,01552 0,0696J C,03C3l b,C2t31 
0,\/!,750 C,, 0!>~8 l 0,10269 •0,034~-2 0,09611 Ool2d70 O,ld.:87 •c.~J07 ,_; O,Uu~vl •O,OU203 . •0,08d67 ·o ,098c4 
RO\ot lb 
•o,~3021 C,,/J2185 •0102322 0,18872 0,36367 0,23182 o,o3~ee 0,J0C70 ,..., 
o, ✓.1347 C, • 2 l .l b9 - 0'17141 0,40437 11,(i004J •0,07176 •U,03e77 Z,l:,691 o,n33e 0,10411) 0,67504 0,41179 -- - . 
,) ROI-I 17 -- --- --- -..J 0•01152 o,22095 Oil&!,48 0,05475 0,2146, 0133972 0,00166 14 ,61>8!:9 - --' O, 1~24t o,070u9 u,03656 0•160(19 0,00981 •0,00012 0,00~Cl o,i.!3J6 
l,vo705 0,16~47 0,41014 0,19995 
ti; - ROW 18 ._ 
O,oZ034 v,13•03 0'10969 0.18898 0,C,8400 0.14623" 0,077C1 8,88C52 
O,l48liC 0,07903 ·-·· 0.10573 0,20759 •0,0132~ 0,10120 •C,OCilC3 0,30•10 
i ,J 
'I 
~i ~ 1 \' '1 I ""' I' 
O, 168H Q,A0187 - 0136076 0,25534 
ROW 19 
•Q,17419 o,04741 0,05291 0,26469 
0•1~063 o,24471 0130064 0,5?4b7 
0 • .. 1614 , Q,36876 l,49~24 0,63803 
ROW 2U 
0,073fJl 0,06331 0112939 0,2341~ 
0,17501 0,07923 ,0;209S0 0,31513 
.: O•l\1995 0•25534 ,0163803 0,89825 
BASE RATES IN SERIAL OkDER ARE~ PRI~RI 
J 1,000 l,Ocu l,000 1,000 •• 00 
BASE RATES IN ~ERIAL UKDER ARE A PRI(Ht 




4•95747 A ,463c:.3 \·-·s1a3021 5,.21096 
~ ·---·· 5•67637 5,72925 ' - 5116952 ----- 5tl7603 
5•~993:1 5•84849 r s, 44774 5149500 GENER•~IZED MJHAL4MORlS D•SQUAqE 362,71555 
o•SOUARr.O IS O!STRIBITED AS CHl•SQUAkEU WITH O, FI 
EQU.\L 10 160 ... 
DISCRIMINANT FUHCTIO~ l 
CU~!,TANT • COEFF!CIE~TS --
•l7~,\1~~7C . 0. 9'1292 - 5,51978 1,233•6 
•0,307()0 . ·4,49301 - 8,27004 
28,525l2 -- -- ·2•27154- 3,92017 
OlSC.RlHl~1,NT FU,ICTION ~ 
C~N:,IANT • CO FFICIENTS 
•165•21709 • o,51880 5,45529 l,95069 
-a. rJ?'.:12 ... •4,70097 7,20807 
26• ✓,lCJ4 _ •l,46654 3,89/56 
OlSC~IMI~ANT FUNCTION 3 
c·Jr,:, 1 ANT . C.OEF FI C IE.'ll S 
•l50•b2074 • 0 ,365$4 5,40405 2,32478 -o ,29407 -- - •4,05662 5,48527 
24,9~0:,9 ·1•91311 3oll023 
OISC.RIMIN•~T FU~CTIO~ • 
CJ~:,TANT • COEFFICIE~TS 
•15~•52536 • l,Ol7J4- 5,21056 l,25895 
-o,2:;541 . •4,3 622 6,53203 
24,16172_ ·•l ,16336 3,52943 
DISC?.IMINANT FU1lCTION 5 -
'..J 
'\ 




























































































DISCRlMlhA~T FUUCTIO~ 6 
C:J,,Sl ANT * COEFFICIENTS. 
•14~•~3154 * 1,00279 
-o • 2·1277 -
23,2:i7oO· 
DISCRIMINANT FUHCTIO~ 7 ; 
C~~STANT • COEFFICIENTS. 
•151•65592 * 0,61816· 
DISCRIMINANT FU~CTIO~ 8 
•Q • 2 I 37.5 
24• 7•J'Jj9 
C8NSTANT • COEFFICIENTS 




DISCRI~~~t~IN~u~c!I 0 ~colFFICIENTSI 
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PRJBABlLITY AsS,CIAT~D ~ITH 













PRODUCT OF PRO~~bILITIES WITHIN GROUP IS 
0,0!:>ol3 
PROtlABILITY ASS.IC I AHO WI1H _ - . 

















PRODUCT Of' PROBABILITIES WITHIN GROUP IS 
IJ,IJ3boe 
. PROBABILITY As~JCIAT~D wITH 

























































































































PRODUCT-OF PR~~A~ILITIE~ "ITHIN GROUP IS 
Ci,00012 
PROB~BILITY ASS~CIATED ft!TH 
~ARGEST Ol5CRI~l IA~T fUNCTION 
LARGEST 
FUN~TlQN ~C, 
4 0,62Url .•. 
~'3•1701 
o ,7 3?1ll 
0,42Sd-o. ,, :l ~ il\-




























PRn~ABI~ITY ASSuC!ATED N!TH UB5EwVHIUN ----·LARt.t::5T OlSCRI•-111,,.,T F'UNCTION ________ _ 
1 --· 0,4l qi ··-· 
LARGEST 
F'UNCTION ~C, 







s o •• ~12~ 
o 0,6u5o1 
~ ------- 3:~i~lj 
9 0,4!4'd 
10 o.~~~14 
ll _ Od<J!Cl 
12 ·------·- 0,52'lu• 
u··-· -----·------ - - --- o,7o2ot 












✓ --· GROUP 6 i 















.: ---=~-:- ~~- - - 3 
-----·· s 




LARGEST OlSCRI11I 11:ll FUNCTION----· F"UNCTIO~ ~C, 
o,Jc91e -- --------·--· 6 
2:~;91; -· - ~ 
O,47O.lt'. ·---···-----·· l 
O,JU2c, 6 
0,378~. --------··· 3 
g:i;l%f ~ 
---· -- -----
PRODUCT OF PRUBIJILITlES "ITHlN GROUP IS 
. .,.00367 _ . _ . 
P~O[;ABlL.llY ,\5SlCIATE;D l<ITH---· 
LARGEST DlSCRl:11 iA,H f'.UN'TlON 
0,630-1;. . ---
0, 3 ·; 0 J \ 
u,53246-
8:fi~~;- ----------
















.,. -------- ll 
-----i~----------- - . 
0,20~1- ---- ----
0, 3 3 2 5 7 - - --- - -- . 
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PROOUCT OF pqoBA~1LlTlE5 ~ITHlN GROUP Is 
~.00000 
. PHno~BIUn A~Su.:IATED i'IITH ·- ·-·---· 
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PR!lOUCT OF Pi.~9A,,IL"!TIES WITHIN GROUP IS 
l·,00000 
. PRr1BABIL.ITY ~SSCJCIATEO wITH -·· -----· LARGEST 
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APPENDIX 3 
AGE AND EDUCATION TABLES- UNITED STATES SAMPLES 
Table 17 
JDS Means and Standard Deviations by Age 
<20 20-29 30-39 40-49 
Variable 
X s.n. X S.D. x S.D. x S.D. 
Skill variety 3.18 1.42 4.11 1.55 4.90 1.46 5.09 1.37 
Task identity 4. 32 1.51 4.59 1.45 4. 76 1.43 4. 73 1.39 
Task significance 5.06 1.33 5.36 1.31 5.58 1.19 5. 79 1.10 
Autonomy 4.02 1.37 4.54 1.41 4.98 1.34 5.09 1.30 
Feedback from job 4.58 1.29 4.69 1.39 4.85 1.32 5.04 1.24 
Feedback from agents 4.13 1.58 4.02 1.60 4.12 1.54 4.20 1.54 
Dealing with others 5.03 1.29 5.33 1.36 5.62 1.24 5.63 1.24 
MPS 83.99 52.02 108.93 65.93 131.90 70.23 142.39 70.63 
Experienced meaningfulness 4.44 1.18 4.81 1.20 5.24 1.06 5.52 0.92 
Experienced responsibility 5.02 1.00 5.20 0.98 5.51 0.94 5.69 0.80 
Knowledge of results 4.96 1.12 4.97 1.17 5.08 1.13 5.12 1.11 
General satisfaction 4.25 1.26 4.32 1.26 4.73 1.26 5.08 1.10 
Internal motivation 5.28 0.92 5.31 0.96 5.60 0.84 5.75 0.70 
Pay satisfaction 3.94 1.67 3.89 1.66 4.23 1.67 4.53 1.61 
Security satisfaction 4.62 1.32 4.59 1.48 4. 75 1.50 5.01 1.40 
Social satisfaction 5.24 1.09 5.15 1.06 5.38 1.01 5.50 0.93 
Supervisory satisfaction 4.88 1.42 4.60 1.59 4.74 1.62 5.15 1.41 
Growth satisfaction 4.18 1.36 4.44 1.40 4.86 1.28 5.19 1.13 
Would like GNS 5.55 1.16 s. 78 1.17 5. 74 1.19 5.56 1.19 
Job choice GNS 4.01 o. 74 4.25 0.81 4.27 0.78 4.25 0.84 
Total GNS 4.78 0.81 5.02 0.85 5.01 0. 84 4.91 0.85 
N (approx.) 269 2,741 1,641 971 
df "' 5, 6468, 
50-59 6o+ 
X S. D. X 
4.97 1.46 4.88 
4. 74 1.40 4.77 
5.62 1.11 5.35 
5.12 1.31 5.14 
5.01 1.30 5.15 
4.16 1.61 4.30 
5.60 1.22 5.16 
140.01 70. 78 139 .43 
5.48 0.99 5.64 
5.67 0.82 5.92 
5 .17 1.12 5.40 
5.18 1.12 5.44 
5. 72 0.75 5.86 
4.64 1.48 4. 77 
5.15 1.42 5.47 
5.55 0.85 5.54 
5.15 1.50 ·5.67 
5.20 1.07 5.41 
5.23 1.27 5.10 
4.12 0.84 4.11 
















o. 72 62.6 
1.58 42.4 
1. 34 29.7 
0.91 32.0 
1.03 34. 7 
1.11 92.0 




























JDS Means and :scanaaru ,.,., • .._.,~~V••-
Some Business Business School 
Some High School School or Tech- or Technical College Some 
Grade School R_!gh School Degree nical School Some College School Degree Degree Graduate Work Graduate Degree 
Variable x S.D. X S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. x S.D. X S.D. -x S.D. X S.D. 
Skill Variety 4.48 1.21 4.31 1.50 4.33 1.55 4.70 1.61 4.51 1.59 4.83 1.50 4.84 1.48 5.04 1.51 5.46 1.29 
Task Identity 4.73 1.05 4.65 1.36 4.59 1.40 4.75 1.47' 4.68 1.49 4.65 1.52 4.72 1.38 4.81 1.59 4.99 1.50 
Task Significance 5.12 1.33 5.44 1.18 5.51 1.23 5.63 1.20 5.47 1.31 5.47 1.24 5.38 1.22 5.48 1.38 5.51 1.24 
Autonomy 4.89 1.11 4.70 1.37 4.74 1.35 4.89 1.42 4.69 1.45 4. 77 1.28 4.92 1.40 4.97 l..47 5.49 1.23 
Feedback from Job 4.63 1.18 4.79 1.35 4.78 1.33 4.93 1.34 4.79 1.40 4.83 1.26 4.90 1.30 4.87 1.34 4.97 1.40 
Feedback from Agents 4.22 ·1.20 4.17 · 1.54 4.10 1.59 4.11 1.61 3.92 1.61 4.05 1.64 4.21 1.53 4.25 1.39 4.38 1.41 
Dealing with Others 5.21 1.35 5.18 1.34 5.36 · 1.32 5.48 1.29 5.51 1.30 5.37 1.28 S.83 1.18 5.92 1.17 6.09 1.08 
MPS 111.53 48.11115.30 62.65 117.73 68.00 131.12 72.03 120.63 70.24 124.45 64.83 130.18 72.47 137.48 80.99 153.64 76.34 
Experienced 
:leaningfulness 5.16 0.87 5.29 1.06 5.15 1.08 5.19 1.09 4.96 1.18 5.00 1.26 4.94 1.29 4.90 1.42 5.27 1.02 
Exper.lenca;I Iesp:ns.:fbi.li:y 5.58 0.84 5.44 0.96 5.38 0.97 5.42 0.92 5.40 0.91 5.45 1.05 5.44 0.95 5.42 1.03 ,5. 75 0.82 
Knowledge of Results 5.03 1.15 5.08 1.14 5.12 1.11 5.09 1.14 4.98 1.16 5.02 1.16 4.94 1.19 4.86 1.16 4.90 1.12 
General 
Satisfaction 5.33 0.91 4.95 1.19 4. 71 1.23 4.70 1.26 4.51 1.26 4.50 1.32 4.44 1.35 4.40 1.48 4.75 1.22 
Internal Motivation 5.15 0.97 5.60 0.82 5.49 0.88 5.53 0.86 5.46 0.94 5.54 0.88 5.54 0.87 5.51 0.91 5.74 0.84 
Pay Satisfaction 4.63 1.44 4.46 1.62 4.22 1.60 4.17 1. 70 3.93 1.75 4.14 1.64 4.24 1.61 3.90 1.71 4.51 1.60 
Security Satisfaction 5.18 1.50 4.87 1.54 4.80 1.42 4.72 1.54 4.61 1.52 4.67 1.52 4.92 1.38 4.79 1.52 5.04 1.31 
Social Satisfaction 5.47 0.86 5.37 1.01 5.35 0.98 5.39 0.95 5.16 1.11 5.39 1.02 5.29 1.07 5.29 1.04 5.21 0.92 
Super. Satisfaction 5.42 1.35 4.99 1.54 4.81 1.55 4.86 1.57 4.58 1.66 4.83 1.62 4.92 1.42 4.76 1.50 5.06 1.55 
Growth Satisfaction 5.25 0.91 4.96 1.27 4.80 1.25 4.81 1.28 4.54 1.42 4.76 1.44 4.64 1.44 4.52 1.59 4.99 1.27 
Would like GNS 4.92 1.26 5.17 1.32 5.43 1.24 5.68 1.16 5.90 1.13 5.90 1.02 6.13 0.99 6.20 0.99 6.12 1.02 
Job Choice GNS 3.76 0.74 3.82 0. 72 4.02 0.73 4.24 0.78 4.39 0.78 4.35 0.73 4. 72 0.79 4.89 0.76 5.03 0.84 
Total GNS 4.34 0.86 4.50 0.82 4. 72 0.83 4.96 0.81 5.15 0.81 5.12 0.72 5.42 0.76 5.55 0.70 5.58 0,82 
N (approx.) 51 553 2,415 1,052 1,187 283 595 231 111 
















































APPENDIX 4 80 
0 
J O B D I A G N O S T I C SURVEY 
This questionnaire was developed as part of a Yale 
University study of jobs and how people react to them. 
The questionnaire helps to determine how jobs can be 
bette'r designed, by obtaining information about how 
people react to different kinds of jobs. 
J 
On the following pages you will find several different kinds of questions 
about your job. Specific instructions are given at the start of each 
section. Please read them carefully. It should take no more than 25 
minutes to complete the entire questionnaire. Please move through it 
quickly. 
The questions are designed to obtain your perceptions 
of your job and your reactions to it. 
There are no "trick" questions. Your individual answers will be kept 
completely confidential. Please answer each item as honestly and frankly 
as possible. 




This part of the questionnaire asks you to 
describe your job, as objectively as you can. 
Please do not use this part of the questionnaire to show how much 
you like or dislike your job. Questions about that will come later. 
Instead, try to make your descriptions as accurate and as objective 
as you possibly can. 
A SAMPLE question is given below. 




Very little; the Moderately Very much, the 
job requires al- job requires 
most no contact almost con-
with mechanical stand work 
equipment of any with mechan-
kind. ical equip-
ment. 
You are to circle the number which is the most accurate description of 
your job. 
If, for example, your job requires you to work with 
mechanical equipment a good deal of the time -- but 
also requires some paperwork -- you might circle 
the number six, as was done in the example above. 
If you do not understand these instructions, please ask for assistance. 
If you do understand them, turn the page and begin. 
82 
2. 
1. To what extent does your job require you to work closely with other people 
(either 1'clients 1', or people in related jobs in your own o_rganization)? 
Very little; deal-
ing with other 
people is not at 
all necessary in 
doing the job. 
Moderately; 
some deali_ng 
with others is 
necessary. 
Very much; deal-
ing with other 
people is an 
absolutely 
essential and 
crucial part of 
doing the job. 
2. How much autonomy is there in your job? That is, to what extent does your 
job permit you to decide on your own how to_ go about doi_ng the work? 
1----------2----------3----------4----------s----------6----------7 
Very little; the 
job gives me almost 
no personal "say" 
about how and when 
the work is done. 
Moderate autonomy; 
many things are 
standardized and 
not under my control, 
but I can make some 
decisions about the 
work. 
Very much; the 
job gives me 
almost complete 
responsibility 
for deciding how 
and when the work 
is done. 
3. To what extent does your job involve doing a "whole" and identifiable piece 
of work? That is, is the job a complete piece of work that has an obvious 
beginning and end? Or is it only a small part of the overall piece of 
work, which is finished by other people or by automatic machines? 
1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7 
My job is only a 
tiny part of the 
overall piece of 
work; the results of 
my activities cannot 
be seen in the final 
product or service. 
My job is a 
moderate-sized 
"chunk" of the 
overall piece of 
work; my own 
contribution can be 
seen in the final 
outcome. 
My job involves 
doing the whole 
piece of work, 
from start to 
finish; the 
results of my 
activities are 
easily seen in 
the final product 
or service. 
4. How much variety is there in your job? That is, to what extent does the 
job require you to do many different things at work, using a variety of 
your skills and talents? 
1----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7 
Very little; the 
job requires me to 
do the same routine 




Very much; the 
job requires me 
to do many 
different things, 






5. In general, how significant or impbrtant is your job? That is, are the 
results of your work likely to significantly affect the lives or well-
being of other people? 
l----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7 
Not very significant; 
the outcomes of my work 
are not likely to have 






outcomes of my 
work can affect 
other people in 
very important 
ways. 
6. To what extent do managers or co-workers let you know how well you are 
doing on your job? 
l----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7 
Very little; people 
almost never let me 




may give me "feed-
back;" other times 




me with almost 
constant "feed-
back" about how 
well I am doing. 
7. To what extent does doing the job itself provide you with information about 
your work performance? That is, does the actual work itself provide clues 
about how well you are doing - aside from any "feedbackl' co-workers or 
supervisors may provide? 
l----------2----------3----------4----------5----------6----------7 
Very little; the 
job itself is set 
up so I could work 
forever without 
finding out how 
well I am doing. 
Moderately; some-
times doing the 
job provides 
"feedback" to me; 
sometimes it does 
not. 
Very much; the 
job is set up so 
that I get almost 
constant "feed-
back" as I work 




. SECTION . TWO 
Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to describe a job. 
You are to indicate whether each statement is an 
accurate ,or an inaccurate description of your job. 
Once again please try to be as objective as you can in deciding 
how accurately each statement des.cribes your job - regardless of 
whether you like or dislike your job. 
Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 





3 4 5 





Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate 
---
---
1. The job requires me to use a number of complex or high-level skills. 
2. The job requires a lot of cooperative work with other people. 
3. The job is arranged so that I do not have the chance to do an entire piece 
of work from beginning to end. 
4. Just doing the work required by the job gives me many chances to figure 
out how well I am doing. 
5. The job is quite simple and repetitive. 
6. The job can be done adequately by a person working alone - without talking 
or checking with other people. 
7. The supervisors and co-workers on this job almost never give me any "feed-
back" about how well I am doing in my work. 
8. This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how well 
the work gets done. 
9. The job denies me any chance to use my personal initiative or judgement 
in carrying out the work. 
___ 10. Supervisors often let me know how well they think I am performing the job. 
11. The job provides me the chance to completely finish the pieces of work I ---
begin. 
___ 12. The job itself provides very few clues about whether or not I am performing 
well. 
___ 13. The job gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in 
how I do the work. 
14. The job it'self is not very significant or important in the broader scheme ---
of things. 
5. 
SECTION . THREE . 
Now please indicate how you personally feel about your job. 
Each of the statements below is somethi.ng that a person might say about his 
or her job. You are to indicate your own, personal feelings about your job 
by marking how much you agree with each of the statements. 
Write a number in the blank for each statement, based on this scale: 






















1. It's hard, on this job, for me to care very much about whether or not the 
work gets done right. 
2. My opinion of myself goes up when I do this job well. 
3. Generally speaking, I a~ very satisfied with this job. 
4. Most of the things I have to do on this job seem useless or trivial. 
5. I usually know whether or not my work is satisfactory on this job. 
___ 6. I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction when I do this job well. 
7. The work I do on this job is very meaningful to me. 
8. I feel a very high degree of personal responsibility for the work I do 
on this job. 
___ 9. I frequently think of quitting this job. 
10. I feel bad and unhappy when I discover that I have performed poorly on 
this job. 
___ 11. I often have trouble figuring out whether I'm doing well or poorly on 
this job. 
___ 12. I feel I should personally take the credit or blame for the results of my 
work on.this job. 
___ 13. I am generally satisfied with the kind of work I do in this job. 
___ 14. My own feelings generally are not affected much one way or the other by 
how well I do on this job. 




Now please indicate how satisfied you are with each aspect of your job listed 
below. Once again, write the appropriate number in the blank beside each 
statement. 



















___ 3. The amount of personal growth and development I get in doing my job. 
4. The people I talk to and work with on my job. 
5. The degree of respect and fair treatment I receive from,my boss. 
___ 6. The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment I get from doing my job. 
---
7. The chance to get to know other people while on the job. 
8. The amount of support and guidance I receive from my supervisor. 
9. The degree to which I am fairly paid for what I contribute to this organ-
ization. 
10. The amount of independent thought and action I can exercise in my job. 
11. How secure things look for me in the future in this organization. 
12. The chance to help other people while at work. ---
13. The amount of challenge in my job. 
14. The overall quality of the supervisi9n I receive in my work. 
7. 
SEC'l'lON.E:'IVE 
Now please think of the other people in your o.rganization 
who hold the same job you do. If no one has exactly the 
same job as you, think of the job which is most similar to 
yours. 
87 
Please think about how accurately each of the statements describes the feel-
ings of those people about the job. 
It is quite all right if your answers here are different from when you 
described your own reactions to the job. Often different people feel quite 
differently about the same job. 
Once again, write a number in the blank for each statement, based on 
this scale. 





















1. Most people on this job feel a great sense of personal satisfaction when 
they do the job well. 
2. Most people on this job are very satisfied with the job. 
3. Most people on this job feel that the work is useless or trivial. 
4. Most people on this job feel a great deal of personal responsibility 
for the work they do. 
5. Most people on this job have a pretty good idea of how well they are 
performing their work. 
6. Most people on this job find the work very meaningful. 
___ 7. Most people on this job feel that whether or not the job gets done right 
is clearly their own responsibility. 
--- 8. People on this job often think of quitting. 
___ 9. Most people on this job feel bad or unhappy when they find that they have 
performed the work poorly. 
___ 10. Most people on this job have trouble figuring out whether they are doing 




Listed below are a number of characteristics which could be present on any 
job. People differ about how much they would like to have each one present 
in their own jobs. We are interested in learning·how much you personally 
would like to have each one present in your job. 
Using the scale below, please indicate the degree to which you would like 
to have each characteristic present in your job. 
NOTE: The numbers on this scale are different from those used in 
previous scales. 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Would like Would like Would like 
having this only having this having this 
a moderate amount very much extremely much 
(or less) 
1. High respect and fair treatment from my supervisor. 
2. Stimulating and challenging work. 
___ 3. Chances to exercise independent thought and action in my job. 
___ 4. Great job security. 
___ 5. Very friendly co-workers. 
6. Opportunities to learn new things from my work. 
___ 7. High salary and good fringe benefits. 
___ 8. Opportunities to be creative and imaginative in my work. 
9. Quick promotions. 
---10. Opportunities for personal growth and development in my job. 




People differ in the kinds of jobs they would most like to hold. The 
questions in this section give you a chance to say just what it is about 
a job that is most important to you. 
For each question, two different kinds of 
jobs are briefly described. You are to 
indicate which of the jobs you personally 
would prefer - if you had to make a choice 
between them. 
In ans~ering each question, assume that everything else about the jobs is 
the same. Pay attention only to the characteristics actually listed. 
TWO EXAMPLES are given below 
JOB A JOB B 
A job requiring work A job requiring work 
with mechanical equipment with other people most 
most of the day of the day 
l---------------2-------------G--------------4---------------5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly· 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 
* 
If you like working with people and working 
with equipment equally well, you would circle 
the number 3, as has been done in the example. 
* * * 
Here is another example. This one asks for a harder choice - between 
two jobs which both have some u~desirable features. 
JOB A 
A job requiring you to 
expose yourself to con-
siderable physical danger. 
JOB B 
A job located 200 miles 
from your home and family. 
l-------------·G--------------3---------------4---------------5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 
If you would slightly prefer risking physical 
danger to working far from your home, you would 
circle number 2, as has been done in the example. 
Please ask for assistance if you do not understand exactly how to do 
these questions. 
. JOB A 





A job where there is 
considerable opportunity 







2. A job where you are often 






A job with many pleasant 






3. A job in which greater 
responsibility is 
given to those who do 





A job in which greater 
responsibility is given 
to loyal employees who 
have the most seniority. 
l---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 
4. A job in an organization 
which is in financial trouble -
and might have to close down 
within the year. 
A job in which you are 
not allowed to have any 
say whatever .in how your 
work is scheduled, or in 
the procedures to be used 











A job where your co·-
workers are not very 
friendly. 
l---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 
6. A job with a supervisor who is 
often very critical of you and 
your work in front of other 
people. 
A job which prevents you 
from using a number of 
skills that you worked 











7. A job with a super-
visor who respects you 




A job which provides 
constant ovportunities 
for you to learn new 






8. A job where there is a 






A job with very little 
chance to do challe_nging 
work. 
l---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Sl_ightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 
9. A job in which there is a 
real chance for you to develop 
new skills and advance in the 
organization. 
A j'ob which provides 
lots of vacation time 







10. A job with little freedom 
and independence to do 






A job where the working 












A job which allows you 
to use your skills and 







12. A job which offers 





A job which requires you 
to be completely isolated 
from co-workers. 
l---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5 
Strongly 
Prefer A 
Slightly 
Prefer A 
Neutral_ Slightly 
Prefer B 
Strongly 
Prefer B 
